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Editorial 

EDITORIAL  
________________________ 

 

Astrology and psi are not the same or even similar: astrology can be 

scientifically researched, psi cannot 
 

While this issue of the journal was being finalised, we heard, with sadness, of the passing of 

Professor Emeritus Suitbert Ertel.  A short notice of death by Kenneth Irving appears in this 

issue and Ken will be writing a full obituary for Suitbert in our commemorative issue to 

him, Correlation 31(2), and, in which, friends and colleagues will provide their recollections 

and appreciation of Suitbert’s life and work.  Suitbert helped many astrologers and 

academics in their research in and into astrology and the work that he did to improve 

research standards will remain as a continuing tribute to him. 

 

 Kenneth McRitchie, in his paper “Clearing the Logjam in Astrological Research” 

(McRitchie 2016) acknowledges the help he received from Suitbert, and also Robert Currey, 

when researching this excellent critique of Dean and Kelly’s article which argues that 

astrology can be considered similar to psi (Dean and Kelly 2003).  McRitchie writes that 

Dean and Kelly had asked psi researcher, Carl Sargent, why psi researchers did not research 

astrology (Dean and Kelly 2003 p162).  Sargent advised that multiple regression techniques 

would be needed to do this but in 2003, no such research had been implemented.  I was, at 

that time, researching astrology applied to health psychology at the University of 

Southampton, UK and used logistic regression to develop a model that was able to identify 

astrological dates in a woman’s life when she was more likely to succeed with fertility 

treatment than at other times. The model identified 8 out of 9 failures and 2 out of 3 

successes in a blind test.  Anyone following the rules of the model would come to the same 

conclusion. A paper on this research was published in the Journal of Sexuality, 

Reproduction and Menopause (Harris 2008). Contrary to what Dean & Kelly (2003) 

believed and McRitchie (2016), in my view, successfully challenged, astrology can be 

researched using appropriate scientific study designs and should not be seen as similar to 

psi. 

 

This issue includes inside-page colour for the first time, making a wider range of technical 

diagrams much easier to access.  Robert Currey’s article takes full advantage. Future 

contributors can now do the same. 

 

References 
Dean, G and Kelly, I 2003 
Is astrology relevant to consciousness and psi? 
Journal of Consciousness Studies, Vol. 10, (6-7), pp175-198 
 
Harris, Pat 2008 
Managing Fertility and Stress with Astrology 
Journal of Sexuality, Reproduction & Menopause, pp43-44 
 
McRitchie, Kenneth 2016 
Clearing the Logjam in Astrological Research  
Journal of Consciousness Studies, Vol. 23, No. 9-10, pp153-79 
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Professor Suitbert Ertel 

 

Professor Suitbert ErtelProfessor Suitbert ErtelProfessor Suitbert ErtelProfessor Suitbert Ertel    

    

Suitbert Ertel, a colleague, mentor, and friend to many, passed 

away on February 25, 2017, less than a week before the 

beginning of his 85th year. He was unique in his expertise, and 

his research interests in psychology and related fields had 

produced a large body of work before he became interested in 

the findings of Michel Gauquelin back in the 1980s. Before 

long, he had cleared the logjam created by the long-running 

“Mars effect controversy,” writing a ground-breaking article in 

The Journal of Scientific Exploration (“Raising the Hurdle for 

the Athletes’ Mars Effect”) which made it clear that the skeptic 

game of “hide the data” could no longer obscure the serious 

questions Gauquelin’s discoveries had raised for modern 

science. Over the next two decades he took a serious look at 

other error-ridden attacks on astrology by debunkers, such as the much-touted Carlson 

Experiment, and looked at more traditional aspects of astrology as well.  

 

 One of his later articles (“Hopeful Findings, Unduly Neglected, on Stars and Human 

Affairs”) makes some interesting points that should be understood by astrologers and their 

critics alike. Each of these groups tend to take on astrological questions in a black vs. white 

way, with the one side searching for an end number that confirms astrological expectations 

and the other looking for that magic disconfirmation of astrology’s validity. Suitbert was 

neither astrologer nor debunker, of course. This article offers accounts of experiments that 

would seem both heartening and disheartening to either astrologer or professional skeptic, 

but his conclusion focuses on the ambiguity in between the positive and negative results, 

something which should remind the careful reader that successful research can ask more 

questions than it answers. Those who wish to best remember this open-minded, thoughtful, 

perceptive soul would do well to keep that in mind.  

 
Kenneth Irving 

    

    A full obituary and recollections from friends and colleagues will appear in Correlation 

31(2), our memorial issue to Professor Ertel 

Editor 
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Can E & N match the four astrological elements? Robert Currey 

Can Extraversion [E] and Neuroticism [N] as defined by Can Extraversion [E] and Neuroticism [N] as defined by Can Extraversion [E] and Neuroticism [N] as defined by Can Extraversion [E] and Neuroticism [N] as defined by 

Eysenck match the Four Astrological Elements?Eysenck match the Four Astrological Elements?Eysenck match the Four Astrological Elements?Eysenck match the Four Astrological Elements?    

bybybyby    

Robert CurreyRobert CurreyRobert CurreyRobert Currey    
 

Abstract 
In one of the largest investigations into astrology, Dr Geoffrey Dean 

collected the birth details of 1,198 people together with their results on 

the Eysenck Personality Index (EPI).  Using smaller samples of this data 

he conducted two experiments.  In the second, Dean rated the 

performance of 45 astrologers in predicting Extraversion [E] & 

Neuroticism [N] from birth charts as no better than chance.  This blind 

matching test is analysed in a forthcoming paper (Currey 2017). 

For Dean’s first experiment, he selected 288 participants from the 

sample.  These were chosen for having the most extreme scores on the 

EPI for Extraversion [E] and Neuroticism [N].  This smaller sample was 

divided into eight equal groups (n = 36) based on their scores for E&N.  

Dean concluded “exhaustive computer analyses … failed to find any 

evidence that E and N can be predicted by astrological factors.”  This 

paper presents an enhanced analysis of the data (n = 288) kindly 

provided by Dr Dean.   

The age profile of Dean’s sample and the nature of the EPI resulted in 

an artefact.  To avoid a generational bias, the outer planets from Jupiter, 

which were included in Dean’s computer analysis, are excluded.  

Accordingly, this present study is confined to the correlations between 

the Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars and the Ascendant (referred to 

here as the ‘planets’) in the four astrological Elements and the E&N 

results. 

Dean’s hypothesised correspondence between E&N and the astrological 

Elements was not based on a comparison of key words and his 

conjecture did not comply with the EPI.  In this current study, Eysenck’s 

traits for E&N are matched with keywords for the astrological Elements 

published by well-known astrologers.  From this semantic comparison, 

the alternative hypothesis of this study is that the EPI scores should show 

that Fire is more Extravert [E+] than Introvert [E-], Earth is more 

Introvert [E-] than Extravert [E+] and Air is more Emotionally Stable 

[N-] than Neurotic [N+].  Water should be a mix of all four 

psychological types though slightly in the direction of N+E-.  This 

hypothesis expects that the other three possible associations between 

elements and traits should also be inconclusive as per the trait 

correspondence. 

This alternative hypothesis in this present study is tested in two ways.  

The first experiment is designed to test a different approach to Dean and 

his associates’ mainly single factor techniques with small subsets.  The 

Sign position for the Sun, Moon and Ascendant are combined and tested 
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in a multi-factor approach.  A second experiment simulates the approach 

of a consultant astrologer using six planets.  The original 8 samples of 

psychological types are compared by element to provide insight to 

astrologers, to test the consistency of the results and to explore the 

possibility of patterns. 

To test the hypotheses, I carried out a series of Chi-Squared tests of 

independence.  In line with astrological predictions, a strong correlation 

(p = .004) is found between a high frequency of planets in Fire Signs and 

Extraversion [E+] and Earth Signs and Introversion [E-] and a low 

frequency in the equivalent opposite dimension: Fire low E- and Earth 

low E+.  A similar pattern is found on the N scale with Air [N-] and 

Earth [N+] - (p = .007).  All eight possible results were as anticipated, 

though the significant high N+ outcome for Earth signs was higher than 

expected.  Planets in Water Signs were close to the mean for both 

Extraversion and Neuroticism, as anticipated, though slightly in the 

direction of N+E- in the first experiment and N+E+ in the second.   

In addition, to test the correlation between the frequency of planets in 

each element and the count of EPI personality traits a scatter diagram 

with regression lines is plotted.  Pearson’s correlation coefficient on the 

E scale (r = .98) and on the N scale (r = .76) (both scales combined p = 

.008) are consistent with astrology functioning within the framework of 

the EPI. Various non-astrological explanations for this correlation 

between astrological elements and personality dimensions, including 

self-attribution are considered and rejected in this study. 

 

Background 
 

The Gauquelins and Eysencks collaborate on planets and E&N 
“His life was gentle, and the elements so mixed in him that Nature might stand up and say 

to all the world, ‘This was a man!’”  Mark Antony describing Brutus in Julius Caesar by 

William Shakespeare 

 

 The Signs of the Zodiac are divided into four Elements (Fire, Earth, Air and Water).1  This 

division has been integral to astrology at least from the 2nd century CE (Brennan 2013).  

Modern psychology also inherited the fourfold division that forms the basis of many 

personality typologies.  In his Eysenck Personality Index (EPI), Professor Hans Eysenck’s 

two scales [E&N] result in four psychological types: Extraversion[E+], Introversion [E-], 

Neuroticism [N+] and Emotional Stability [N-]. 

 

                                                           
1 Table 11 

 

Signs of the Zodiac and the Four Elements 

Psychological Type Fire Earth Air Water 

Cardinal Signs Aries Capricorn Libra Cancer 

Fixed Signs Leo Taurus Aquarius Scorpio 

Mutable Signs Sagittarius Virgo Gemini Pisces 
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 The first empirical studies into Extraversion and Introversion and planetary positions at 

birth came from the laboratory of Michel and Françoise Gauquelin in Paris.  After 25 years 

of published research into the correlation between planetary positions in a birth chart and 

eminence, the couple started to collaborate with Eysenck and his wife, Sybil, also a 

psychologist.  Together, the team matched professional biographies from France (N = 

1,350) and the USA (N = 500) with Eysenck’s personality dimensions in the Eysenck 

Personality Questionnaire (EPQ).  As predicted by the Gauquelins, Extraverts [E+] were 

significantly more frequently born when Mars and Jupiter had just risen or just passed their 

upper culmination, which they called ‘plus zones’.  Introverts [E-] were born more often 

when Saturn was in the same positions. (Gauquelin, Gauquelin & Eysenck 1979 & 1981) 

Dr Geoffrey Dean, a researcher and critic of astrology based in Australia, was unable to 

replicate these correlations in his study (Dean 1981 p.17).  Unlike the Gauquelins’ subjects, 

Dean’s collection of extreme E&N personalities were not eminent, not sorted into 

professions and were mostly born in the 1950s.2  

 

 More recently, astrologer and software programmer David Cochrane and Professor David 

Fink (2010) tested the Gauquelins’ claims in a study of 274 student subjects.  They found 

that E scores on the EPI corresponded with the position of Mars [E+], Jupiter [E+] and 

Saturn [E-] in the Gauquelins’ 'plus zones' in the birth charts to a statistically significant 

level (p = .02).  

 
Dean’s study "Can Astrology predict E (Extraversion) & N (Neuroticism)?" 
Geoffrey Dean launched his 5-year study of E&N with a preliminary paper in (Dean 1981.  

By 1985 he had collected the birth dates, times and approximate places of birth of 1,198 

participants from several sources (Dean 1985a p.6).  With each set of birth data, Dean also 

obtained their scores on the EPI on three scales: Extraversion [E], Neuroticism [N] and Lie 

factor [L].   

 
 From the parent sample, Dean extracted 288 participants (24% of the parent sample) with 

extreme E&N scores following criteria based on the EPI scores.3  In this smaller sample 

58% were university students (including mature students) and 85% were born in the 

southern hemisphere.  

                                                           
2 The Gauquelin data includes very few births after 1950. 
3 For replication purposes the extreme EPI scores are as follows:   

Table 12 

Dean selected subjects who followed one of the following two criteria:  

i. E or N score more than one standard deviation from the sample mean and the 

other score less than 0.7 SD from the sample M. 

ii. E&N scores both more than 1 SD from sample M. 

Dean further stated “All selection was made astrologically blind solely on the basis of EPI scores and 

birth time exactness.” 

Extreme EPI Scores in Dean’s Data 

EPI Score E+ E- N+ N- 

Maximum 23 10 24 9 

Minimum 14 1 14 1 

Mean 18.65 5.16 19.58 4.79 

Dean (1985) 
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 Dean divided this sample into eight categories of 36 subjects each.  Four categories with 

both extreme E and N scores [i.e. E+N+, E+N-, E-N+, E-N-] and four categories with 

subjects with only an E or an N extreme score and a neutral score (signified by ~ symbol) 

on the other scale listed as follows: [E+N~, E-N~, E~N+, E~N-].  

 
 After extensive computer analysis comparing the astrological data with EPI scores, Dean 

and his associates concluded that they were unable to find any astrological factor that 

"performed consistently above chance level." (Dean 1985a).  However, Dean and his team 

were handicapped in their quest by factors both within and outside their control.  

 
 The EPI is subject to a few non-astrological artefacts, notably age (see later), which 

impacted the results (Currey 2017).  Canadian researcher Ken McRitchie has pointed out 

that the EPI does not discriminate between personality dimensions, identifiable in a birth 

chart, and psychological states that can be temporary and elusive (McRitchie 2016).  This 

would have disadvantaged the astrologers in their judgements of N+ results. 

Astrological computer software was still in the Stone Age in the early 1980s and there was 

very limited scope for analysis on a personal computer.  In addition, Tom Shanks’s widely 

used time zone changes and city coordinates contained a great many errors that would have 

impacted calculations, notably of the Ascendant.4 

 
 Most of Dean’s research favoured a reductionist single-factor approach, which made it 

harder to see patterns – particularly as Dean sub-divided the samples into 16 subsets of 18 

subjects.  At a later stage, a multiple discriminant analysis was attempted by Dean? but 

without success.  However, as can easily happen in this type of research, data mining small 

groups with numerous astrological techniques without a clear hypothesis amplifies 

statistical noise and drowns any signal. 

 
An experimental design that limits research 
Dean’s experiment is beyond the standard of most astrology tests in both scale and 

procedures.   

 
 However, by discarding 76% of the parent sample, Dean limited the scope for research.  

Dean’s reasoning for retaining only the extreme categories was "to make each direction 

clear-cut" (Dean 1986).  While this drastic cut makes for interesting research and creates 

robust control groups, Dean may have inadvertently undermined the effectiveness of the 

experiment. Several limits arise when using small samples of extremes: 

 
1. When small samples are extracted from the extreme tails of large samples they 

may contain outliers due to measurement error (Grubbs 1969). 

                                                           
4 Thomas Shanks’s International Atlas, published in 1985 was followed by extensive revisions and 

corrections of time zones, longitudes and latitudes.  It is now in its 6th Revised Edition.  Shanks was 

involved in the calculation of the data for this test. Which test, Dean’s or Currey’s? 
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2. ‘Slicing and dicing’ large samples into small samples goes against one of the 

ultimate aims of research which is to generate measurable and testable data.  

Trials with small samples make it harder to identify and demonstrate statistically 

significant patterns.  

3. Though Dean was clear in his method of selection using criteria based on the 

standard deviation of the E&N scores (Dean 1985a:p6),3 the lack of access to the 

full database resulted in statistical problems.  It is impossible to be certain 

whether a feature, that appears to outperform chance in a small sample is typical 

of the entire sample or a phenomenon confined to the extreme sample. 

Dean acknowledges the statistical limitations of this method.  He quotes 

psychologist, Professor Mike Startup "that the use of extreme subjects selected by 

personality test involves discarding the in-between subjects. This discards 

information and therefore weakens the test, especially as the more powerful 

parametric techniques (which require normally distributed data) cannot then be 

used." (Dean 1986) 

It is reasonable to assume given the regular orbit of the planets used through the 

signs5, that the four Elements are equally distributed within the larger parent 

sample (N = 7,188 planets).  However, since the full dataset is not available, we 

cannot rule out unknown artefacts such as signs of long and short ascension (see 

later).  So, wherever possible, statistical calculations (Contingency tables with 

Chi-Squared tests of independence) are based on the known available data.  This 

does not invalidate any conclusions.  It means that the comparison is between 

extreme personalities rather than extreme versus ‘normal’ people. 

 
Using classic astrological titles to sort Eysenck’s traits to the Elements  
A major disadvantage to Dean’s research team was that Dean’s projected match of the EPI 

with the astrological Elements was faulty.  Dean states that "E and N combinations relate 

directly to the planets via sign rulership and to the elements, ie, E+N+ is fire, E+N- is air, 

E-N- is earth, and E-N+ is water." (Dean & Hedgecock 1979; Dean 1985a).  This appears 

to be based loosely on traditional theories and his own observations rather than any 

empirical semantic fit. 

 
 These correspondences are carefully checked in the present study.  By sorting Eysenck’s 

trait words for his psychological types into their corresponding astrological Element, it 

becomes clear that Dean’s assignment is only partially supported by astrology. This process 

required research into two astrological titles written before Dean’s analysis was published, 

and now considered classic textbooks.  These are Robert Hand’s Horoscope Symbols (1981) 

and Stephen Arroyo’s Astrology, Psychology and the Four Elements (1975).  An 

explanation of the methods I use for this match is set out in the Appendix and Table 10.   

 

                                                           
5 To check this claim (which is not critical to this paper), I generated a random control group of 1,198 

subjects born between 40° and 10° latitude south between 1920 and 1961 covering 94% of the sample 

years of birth, using Jigsaw software.  The most extreme Element Fire 24.71% was .29% off the mean 

(N = 7,188 planets SD = 16.29).   
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Figure 1. Eysenck’s E&N Personality Type Traits and their associated Elements 

Eysenck’s original image (Figure 1) sets out his personality traits (Eysenck & Eysenck 1958 

& 1964).  I have modified it to display the Element or Elements assigned to each trait.  I 

marked Eysenck’s traits words in colour and added a code letter denoting the Element: Red 

for Fire [F], Green for Air [A], Brown for Earth [E] and Blue for Water [W], bicoloured 

Brown and Blue for traits that are both Water and Earth [W/E] and Grey when the trait is 

not attributable to an Element.   

Figure 2 restates the Element distribution in Figure 1.  While Water is a mixture of all four 

types, the other three Elements occupy three distinct hemispheres: 

• Fire keywords (red) are exclusively E+ (Extraverted). Right half of circle. 

• Earth keywords (brown) are exclusively E- (Introverted). Left half of circle 

• Air keywords (green) are exclusively N- (Emotionally Stable). Lower half of 

circle. 

• Water is spread among all four quarters (slightly more E-N+) 
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Figure 2. How Eysenck’s keyword traits match up with the Astrological Elements 

 

                                                 Table 1 

 

Does the data conform to Dean's theory or Eysenck's traits? 
So far, this paper has explored the theoretical match between the astrological Elements and 

E&N.  Now, the focus is on whether the results match in practice. 

In March 2014, Geoffrey Dean kindly supplied me with the raw data of 288 subjects from 

his computer analysis.  This took the form of a copy of his original hand-written sheets 

setting out the birth details and corresponding E, N and L (Lie) ratings. With the help of my 

staff (who are not astrologers) and my wife Karen Chiarello, who is, I entered the data into a 

software program6.  

 
 With powerful 21st century software there were many possible approaches.  However, since 

Dean had focused on the Elements, the goal of the current paper is to discover whether 

Eysenck's traits, in compliance with the astrologers’ texts, correlated with the statistical 

evidence.  So, the null hypothesis is that there is no association whatsoever.  The alternative 

hypothesis is that planets in Fire Signs correspond with higher Extraversion [E+] than 

Introversion [E-], Earth Signs with greater Introversion [E-] than E+ and Air Signs were 

more Emotionally Stable [N-] than Neurotic [N+]. 

 

                                                           
6 Jigsaw software from Astrolabe, Brewster, MA or from Roy Gillett, UK.  Also, Winstar from Matrix 

from Gainesville, FL www.astrologysoftware.com or from Martin Davies, Netherlands and Microsoft 

Excel. 

Weighing up 32 Personality Traits from Eysenck’s EPI & Astrological Elements 

Element Fire  Earth Air Water 

E+ Traits 8 0 2 2 
E- Traits 0 8 3 4 

E Balance 8  -8 -1 -2 

N+ Traits 5 5 0 4 

N- Traits 3 3 5 2 

N Balance 2  2 -5 2 
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Experimental parameters 
E&N scores tend to decline with age.  In the sample used here, the Extraverts are on average 

5.56 years younger than the Introverts and the Neurotics are on average 5.88 years younger 

than the Emotionally Stable.   

While this sample contains a wide age range of birth years (from 1905 to 1964), there is a 

concentration of births (41%) between 1957 and 1961.  As the slower-moving outer planets 

spend a year or longer in each sign, they are unevenly distributed among the sample.  Even 

Jupiter the fastest-moving outer planet was in the Signs of Libra, Scorpio and Sagittarius in 

46% of the sample birth charts, when the expected outcome of a random distribution by age 

is 25%.   

 
 So, it is necessary to exclude the position of Jupiter and the slower moving outer planets to 

avoid creating an artificial bias in any assessment of the Elements.  This left the Sun, Moon, 

Rising Sign, Mercury, Venus and Mars, which for simplicity I refer to as the ‘planets’.   

Another potential artefact is that Signs of long ascension in the southern hemisphere, 

notably Aries and Pisces, results in a slightly higher frequency of certain Rising Signs in 

antipodean births (85% of sample) than southern hemisphere Signs of short ascension 

(Libra and Virgo).  While this can affect Rising Sign frequency, this variation balanced out 

in the alternating elements and under the null hypothesis should impact both E and N scores 

equally.7 

 
 In addition to age, gender and culture, other possible artefacts that are considered are 

seasonal birth fluctuations, congenital disease and bio-seasonal patterns (Foster & 

Kreitzman 2009), and academic and sporting annual age cut-off dates (Gladwell 2008).  

These factors were discounted as inconsequential for this elemental hypothesis. 

Despite statistical limitations, the beauty of Dean’s original experimental design is that each 

of the 8 extreme E&N groups is equal in number (n = 36).  As each group has an 

independent ‘rival’ group on the opposite end of the E&N scale, a robust natural control 

group is built into the dataset.   

 
Experiment 1: Measuring the balance of planetary frequency in each Element 
In this first experiment, I compared the frequencies of the Sun, Moon and the Ascendant (all 

referred to as ‘planets’) in each Element in every chart along the E and N scales.  Most 

astrologers consider these three celestial factors to be the primary influences in interpreting 

a birth chart.  The proximity of the inner planets (Mercury, Venus and to a lesser extent 

Mars) to the Sun increases the probability that they are placed in the same Sign as the Sun.  

This increases the risk of amplifying the Sun Sign frequency.  In the second experiment, 

these inner planets are included, but their impact is diluted with a lower weighting. 

 

                                                           
7 In the sample, the sign on the Ascendant with the highest frequency is Cancer - which is not a sign of 

long Ascension.  Water is the highest element (n = 88).  Fire and Earth are the same (n = 77). Air is the 

lowest element (n = 58) for the Ascendant but also the lowest element for the Sun and Moon – which 

are independent of the Ascendant.   
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 My first task was to add up the number of planets in each Element for every test subject (n 

= 108) who had a high score for Extraversion.  This meant totalling three groups [E+N+, 

E+N- & E+N~] of 36 subjects per group.  This resulted in four totals for E+, one for each 

Element.  This exercise is repeated for the 108 extreme Introverts [E-] and for the two 

groups (n = 108 x 2) with extreme Neuroticism [N+ & N-].  This resulted in 16 totals – 

comprising of 4 Elements by 4 E&N scales.  

 
 Next, I deducted the planetary frequencies for the E- participants from the total E+ 

planetary frequencies in each of the four Elements (Table 2 & Figure 2). Then I did the 

same for each Element by deducting N- from N+ totals (Table 4 & Figure 3).  

 
 Weighing-up the Elements in this way confirmed the direction of any trend and allowed for 

the fact that being a small sample taken from a larger sample, the total frequency of the 

planets in each Element was not evenly distributed.  So, to evaluate the hypothesis, the 

comparison of Air planets for E+ subjects with Air planets for E- subjects was more 

appropriate than a comparison with the overall mean.  

 
Table 28 

 
 

 By way of example, the 108 subjects ranked with extreme high Extraversion [E+] scores 

had 99 planets in Fire Signs.  This contrasts with the group with extremely low Extraversion 

[E-] who had 73 planets in Fire Signs.   

 
 Therefore, those with high Extraversion [E+] (i.e. low in Introversion) had 26 more planets 

in Fire Signs than those with high Introversion [E-].   

 
  Now, as we have seen, the EPI has 8 traits: aggressive, excitable, impulsive, optimistic, 

active, outgoing and lively which are all associated with Fire and they are all E+.  So, as 

astrologers would agree, extreme Extraverts (based on their responses to the EPI) in this test 

have considerably more Fire in their chart than extreme Introverts.  

  
 It should be noted that within each birth chart the elemental values are interdependent so 

that low Earth means Fire or Air or Water will be higher.  However, the four elemental 

                                                           
8 In this paper, Cohen’s d is calculated using the pooled Standard Deviation and not the average 

Standard Deviation. 

Frequencies of Observed Planets on the E scale, Difference & Effect Size of E+ vs. E- 

Psychological Type Fire Earth Air Water Total 

Extraversion [E+] 99 68 71 86 324 

Introversion [E-] 73 95 66 90 324 
Total 172 163 137 176 648 

Difference [E+ minus E-] 26 -27 5 -4 (Figure 4) 

Effect size d8 1.85 -1.92 0.36 -0.28  
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groups in each bar graph (Figure 3 & 5) are independent values as they come from 8 

separate groups per graph.   

 
 

 

Figure 3. (left) Frequency of the Sun, Moon and the Ascendant in each Element for E+ (n = 

108) minus frequency for E- subjects (n = 108) as per Table 2. 

Figure 4. (right) Frequency of traits assigned to astrological Elements for E+ minus 

frequency for E- as per Figure 2 and Table 1. 

 
On the E Scale Planets in Fire Signs Favour Extraversion and Earth 

Introversion 
The null hypothesis states that the two sets of E&N results from different groups [E+ vs. E- 

& N+ vs. N-] extracted from the same parent sample and measured on the same (E or N) 

scale are random, uniformly distributed and unrelated to the subjects’ birth details.  The 

alternative hypothesis in this study claims a correlation between the extremes of two 

psychological types [E&N] and specified Astrological Elements.  To determine this, I 

constructed two contingency tables using the marginal distributions to create expected 

frequencies (Table 3 & Table 5) that follow the null hypothesis for the E scale and for the N 

scale.   

 
 A Chi Squared test of the eight results on all the E scale results confirms statistical 

significance of a correlation χ2(3, N = 216) = 8.68, p = .034.  However, a more detailed 

independence test is required to check my alternative hypothesis namely that Fire and Earth 

will deviate from expected values in a specific direction.  This correlation is more 

significant χ2(1, n = 108) = 8.40, p = .004.9 
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Table 39 
 

 
 As anticipated, Fire planets correlate with high Extraversion [E+] and Earth planets, as 

predicted, register as low on Extraversion [E-].   

 

 Air and Water planets, as expected are quite evenly balanced between Extraversion and 

Introversion.  For both elements, the keywords for E+ and E- are divided.  For example, Air 

should be Extraverted in Dean’s premise but thoughtful, peaceful and even-tempered are E- 

Airy keywords and Dean expected Water to be Introverted but Eysenck’s E+ traits touchy 

and responsive are well-known Watery keywords.  

 

 On the N scale, Earth Planets Favour Neuroticism, Air favour Emotional Stability.  

However, extreme personalities have fewer planets in Air Signs. 

 

Table 4 
 

 

                                                           
9 Table 13 

 

Frequencies of Observed Planets vs. Expected Results on the E scale 

Psychological Type Fire Earth Air Water Total 

Observed Frequencies of Sun, Moon and Ascendant 

Extraversion [E+] 99 68 71 86 324 
Introversion [E-] 73 95 66 90 324 

Expected Results based on marginal probabilities 

Extraversion [E+] 86 81.50 68.50 88 324 
Introversion [E-] 86 81.50 68.50 88 324 

χ2 Values & χ2 Statistic 3.9302 4.4724 0.1825 0.0909 8.6760 

All four elements: χ2(3, N = 216) = 8.68, p = .0339  Fire & Earth8: χ2(1, N = 216) = 8.67, p = .0037 

Frequency, Difference & Effect Size of Observed Planets on the N scale 

Psychological Type Fire Earth Air Water Total 

Neuroticism [N+] 79 95 62 88 324 

Emotional Stability [N-] 85 70 85 84 324 
Total 164 165 147 172 648 

Difference [N+ minus N-] -6 25 -23 4 (see Figure 6) 

Effect Size d -.05 2.20 -2.03 -0.35  

Frequencies of Observed Planets in Fire and Earth on the E scale  

Psychological Type Fire Earth Total 

Observed Results 

Extraversion [E+] 99 68 167 

Introversion [E-] 73 95 168 

Expected Results based on marginal probabilities 

Extraversion [E+] 85.74 81.26 167 

Introversion [E-] 86.26 81.74 168 

χ2 Values & χ2 Statistic 4.0870 4.3127 8.3997 

Fire & Earth: χ2(1, N = 216) = 8.67, p = .0037 
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Figure 5. (left) Frequency of the Sun, Moon and the Ascendant in each Element for N+ (n = 

108) minus frequency for N- subjects (n = 108) as per Table 4. 

Figure 6. (right) Frequency of traits assigned to astrological Elements for N+ minus 

frequency for N- as per Figure 2 and Table 1. 

 

Table 5 shows the Chi-Squared Independence test result on the four N scale planetary 

results χ2(3, N = 216) = 7.70 p = .053.  The two strongest results are Earth high 

Neuroticism [N+] and Air high Emotional Stability [N-] χ2(1, N = 108) = 7.37 p = .007. 

 
 The Earth results favour N+.  This was not predicted, but not surprising as Eysenck classed 

five out of eight traits, considered as Earthy by astrologers, as N+.  These were sober, 

pessimistic, reserved, unsociable and quiet.  Three traits were N-: passive, careful and 

reliable.  Dean anticipated Earth to be N-.  This is in the opposite direction of the traits and 

the results. 

 
 Air is, as predicted, extremely low on Neuroticism [N+] but only modestly high on 

Emotional Stability [N-].  This result could be accounted for by Air planets having the 

lowest frequency of 22.11% when the mean is 25% of the four Elements in the total sample 

(n = 288 x 3 planets).  Without the full parent study (N = 1,198) and confirmation that the 

elements are evenly distributed, it is still uncertain whether those with planets in Air are less 
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frequently classified as extreme personalities compared with the other three elements.10  

What is evident is that when it comes to extremes, planets in Air Signs are much more 

emotionally stable than neurotic. 

 

 

Table 511 

 

 
 

 

In Sun Sign tests (Mayo et al 1978), participants with Water Sun Signs had significantly 

higher N+ results in the EPI and Dean expected this outcome in this study.  However, in this 

test, the frequency of Suns, Moons and Ascendants in Water Signs were close to the mean 

for both N+ and N-.  This is consistent with Eysenck's traits with both N+ and N- traits 

assigned to the Water element (see Figure 2 and Table 1).    

 
 To sum up, Figures 3 and 5 show eight results in the form of two bar graphs with four bars 

each.  Of these, the most extreme outcomes are: Fire high Extraversion [E+], Earth high 

Introversion [E-] and high Neuroticism [N+] and Air low Neuroticism [N-].  Except for 

Earth [N+], three of these four most prominent results were exactly as predicted by 

Eysenck's traits and the hypothesis.  The remaining four results were all quite evenly 

balanced, as anticipated due to the conflicting traits on Eysenck’s scales.  

                                                           
10 The share of the Sun, Moon and Ascendants in Air Signs in E+ and E- subjects is 21.14% and in N+ 

and N- 22.69%.  If these planets are evenly distributed, as would be expected given their orbits, the 

overall low presence of Air planets in the study would be significant based on a binomial proportion 

test (p = .008 n = 324) and the low frequency of Air planets in N+ is (p = .026 n = 964). 
11 Table 14 

 

Frequencies of Observed Planets & Expected Results on the N scale 

Psychological Type Fire Earth Air Water Total 

Observed Frequency of Sun, Moon and Ascendant 
Neuroticism [N+] 79 95 62 88 324 

Emotional Stability [N-] 85 70 85 84 324 

Expected Results based on marginal probabilities 

Neuroticism [N+ 82 82.50 73.50 86 324 

Emotional Stability [N-] 82 82.50 73.50 86 324 

χ2 Values & χ2 Statistic 0.2195 3.7879 3.5986 0.0930 7.6991 

All four elements: χ2(3, N = 216) = 7.70, p = .0527  Earth & Air10: χ2(1, N = 216) = 7.37, p = .0066 

Frequencies of Observed Planets in Earth and Air on the N scale  

Psychological Type Earth Air Total 

Observed Frequency of Sun, Moon and Ascendant 

Neuroticism [N+] 95 62 157 

Emotional Stability [N-] 70 85 155 

Expected Results based on marginal probabilities 

Introversion [N+] 83.03 73.97 157 

Emotional Stability [N-] 81.97 73.03 155 

χ2 Values & χ2 Statistic 3.4743 3.8997 7.3740 

Earth & Air: χ2(1, N = 216) = 7.37, p = .0066   
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The Pattern is demonstrated by Linear Regression 

 
Figure 7 The balance of Planet frequency by Eysenck’s trait balance by element for each 

psychological type 

The trait/planet correlation can be measured by linear regression by combining the data on 

the four bar charts (Figures 3 - 6) into a scatter plot (Figure 7).  The x axis measures the 

response variables, namely the difference between the frequency of planets in charts of 

individuals on the extremes of the E scale (n = 216) (as per Table 2) and of the N scale (n = 

216) (as per Table 4).  The y axis marks the constructed predictor, the difference in the 

number of EPI trait keywords between the opposing hemispheres of the E&N scale for each 

Element (as per Table 1).   

 

 There are three points to consider with this diagram.  First, although this y axis may appear 

to be an ordinal scale, the Appendix explains the controls that made this a viable interval 

scale.  Second, the trend lines are added for clarification of the pattern even though these are 

discrete variables.  Lastly, the results are not total frequencies but the balance of 

frequencies.  This amplifies the apparent differences between the frequencies to 

demonstrate the correlation which is central to the inquiry into the hypotheses.  

 

 The red diamonds and the red dotted trend line mark the E+ minus E- frequencies.  The 

blue circles and the blue dashed trend line mark the N+ minus N- frequencies.  There is a 

strong positive linear relationship between the planets and the traits following Cohen's 

(1988) interpretation of effect size.  This is supported by Pearson’s coefficients of 

correlation with significance testing using the t-test calculations on the E scale (r = .9820, t 

= 7.358, p =.009) and on the N scale (r = .7648, t = 1.6786, p = .1176).  This was 

significant for E and not significant for N.  However, the combined result of both E and N 
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using Fisher’s meta-analysis is p = .0083.12  Or in simpler terms, the evidence suggests that 

some personality dimensions in extreme cases are most likely to be dependent on planetary 

positions at birth.  As the upward slope to the right confirms, the more definitively EPI 

character traits fit an astrological element, the more likely that extreme personalities with 

the Sun, Moon or Ascendant in that element will achieve extreme scores in the 

corresponding E or N dimension on the EPI.   

 

 Figure 7 displays eight results of which four: Fire E+, Earth E-, Earth N+ and Air N- show 

a noticeable effect and significant correlation.  As stated, Eysenck’s traits were clear enough 

to form hypotheses on three of these four results.  The remaining four results cluster around 

the origin, being quite evenly balanced in traits and planetary frequencies, as predicted.   

 

Experiment 2: Testing the individual charts for the dominant and weakest 

Element 
This second experiment is designed to be informative to astrologers and uses a slightly less 

rigorous approach than the first experiment.   

 

 Counting the Sun, Moon and the Ascendant totals is a useful guide.  This simple 

calculation is understandable by those who are not familiar with astrology, but it doesn’t 

inform us what happens at the chartside13 of each subject.  It can mask the subtle effects of 

individual analyses on a case-by-case basis and excludes Mercury, Venus and Mars.  And it 

addresses two questions.  Do the significant results of the first experiment stand up when 

astrology, as practised by astrologers, is tested?  When the data is broken down into the 

original 8 psychological dimensions – does it appear erratic and random or is there a 

consistent pattern?   

 

 In addition to the emphasis on the Sun, Moon and Ascendant in the individual chart, an 

astrologer will weigh up many other factors.  In normal conditions, I will also take account 

of the outer planets and chart themes including houses and aspects.  However, this is 

beyond the scope of this study.  What we can do is weigh up as many planets as possible in 

each chart to determine if there is a deficiency or a surplus of an Element.  This initial step 

alone helps identify distinctive personality traits.   

 

 With the help of my wife and our team, I reassessed Dean’s dataset.  This time we went 

through lists of planetary data for each chart.  This makes it easier to identify the four 

Elements.  The planets are rated as follows: The Sun, Moon and the Ascendant are each 

                                                           
12 Table 15 

13 By chartside I am referring to the experience of the client with the astrologer studying the 

client’s chart on a one-to-one level. 

Calculation of Fisher’s Meta-Analysis  

 Natural Log()    p  

Extraversion vs. EPI Traits  -4.7120 0.0090  

Neuroticism vs. EPI Traits -2.1403 0.1176  

Total Log() * -2 13.7045  

Combined p value  0.0083 
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allocated 5 points and Mercury, Venus and Mars each receive 3 points.14  From the total 

planetary score per Element in each chart, only the highest and the lowest Elements were 

counted.  The top value ranged from 8 to 24 points with an average of 11.93.  The lowest 

score was 0 (lack of the Element), which occurred 68% of the time.   

 

 In two separate tallies (high and low) the top and bottom Elements in each chart scored 1 

point.  If the top or bottom position in a chart was shared between two or three Elements, 

each Element scored 0.5 or 0.33 respectively.   

 

Experiment 2: Detailed Results displayed in Radar Charts 
So now each of the 36 subjects, in each of the eight E&N categories, have their own 

identified highest element and a lowest element.  The question is how can these multivariate 

observations be displayed graphically to discover if there is a pattern.  To answer this, I 

drew up a radar chart for each element with the eight E&N categories set out around the 

dial.  Then the highest and lowest frequencies were plotted along the radii in eight 

directions. 

 

How to read the radar chart 
On each of the four distinct Element radar graphs there are sixteen triangles.  Eight solid 

triangles point upwards ▲ and eight empty triangles point downward �.  Each solid ‘high’ 

triangle ▲ represents the frequency of charts in each E&N category where the Element 

described by the radar chart is rated as the top (or equal highest) Element in the chart.  The 

empty down triangle � shows the number of charts where the Element is the bottom (or 

equal lowest) in a chart.  These triangles form two loops on each graph – one with eight 

‘high triangles’ ▲ and another series of eight ‘low triangles’ �.  The frequency of charts in 

each psychological type is displayed by the distance of each triangle from the centre with 

gridlines at the mean of 9 (dashed line) and at 4, 8,12 and 16 units. 

 

 In each E&N category there is a pair of triangles (high and low).  Each pair of triangles is 

independent of the other seven pairs as they come from separate samples.  However, each 

pair comes from the same sample and these two frequencies (high and low) are therefore 

inter-related but not directly or inversely related - as there is a four-way choice between the 

Elements.  For example, under the Earth diagram (Figure 9), E~N- will show a high 

frequency  in both the charts with a lack of Earth and the charts with an abundance of Earth.  

As the pairs are not completely independent the high and the low frequency results in this 

experiment are kept separate in the statistical analyses.  

 

 Although only a few of the 64 outcomes are statistically significant due to the small size of 

each group (M = 9), from a descriptive statistical point of view, the radar graphs for Fire, 

Earth and Air show a clear, cohesive pattern consistent with astrology supported by the 

effect sizes measured in Cohen’s d.  In all cases, other than Water, the centre of the loop of 

                                                           
14 I am not certain of the origin of this planetary weighting system.  I believe I was taught it as part of 

my curriculum for a Diploma at the Faculty of Astrological Studies in the 1980s.  Since then have been 

using it in software routines for assessing a chart.  It is used by other researchers such as David 

Cochrane and Kyosti Tarvainen.  The impact of the planetary weighting is diluted as the total is used to 

seek a binary result where one element is top or not and another element is bottom or not.  
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the high Element is in the opposite direction to the centre for the low Element loop relative 

to the focal zero point of the graph. 

 

High Fire in the charts of extreme Extraverts and low Fire in extreme 

Introverts 
The tendency for high Fire charts towards E+ is evidenced by 5 of the 6 high filled triangles 

[E+N+, E+N~, E+N-, E-N-, E-N~ & E-N+] being to the right of the low (empty) triangles.  

The strongest effect arises with purely high Fire who, in this sample, are more than three 

times more inclined to be extreme Extraverts (neutral Neurotics) [E+N~] (36% of total) than 

to be extreme Introverts (11%) [E-N~] (d=2.66).  The same pattern occurs in reverse in 

these two categories.  Those with low Fire are more than four times more frequently 

extreme Introverts [E-N~] (39%) than Extraverts [E+N~] (9%) (d=-2.68).  This decisive 

pattern does not occur on the N scale, where the results are generally around the mean as 

per Experiment 1.   

 

 
Figure 8 Frequency distribution by E&N personality type of charts with predominantly Fire 

planets versus charts with low or a lack of Fire. 
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                                            Table 6 

 

 

Table 6 combines 12 category results on the E scale in Figure 8 confirming the correlation 

between extreme Extraversion by Eysenck’s measures and birth charts with high fire and 

between extreme introversion and low Fire.  The first entry in the second column, 35.17 is 

the number of charts of highly Extravert individuals who have Fire as their highest element.  

On Figure 8 the 35.17 is represented by the sum of the 3-rightmost solid red triangles.  

E+N+ =9, E+N~ =12.83 & E+N- =13.33  The decimal numbers (rounded down to 2 

decimal places) are because two or more Elements can tie for being the strongest Element in 

a chart. 

 

Earth shows a clear direction towards E- and slightly to N+ … the opposite 

direction to Fire 
Earth is the only Element to score significantly on both E and N scales.  In this second test, 

as in Experiment 1, high Earth charts favour Introversion and avoid Extraversion with a 

high effect size (d = 2.47).  This corresponds with Eysenck’s Earth keywords and the 

hypothesis.  The loop of downward triangles (low Earth) in the direction of the E+N- zone 

indicates that a lack of Earth favours Extraversion and Emotional Stability in this study.   

 

 This direction towards E- (Introversion) and slightly towards Neuroticism [N+] can be 

clearly seen from the centres of the two loops.  The result is that the Earth arrow is pointing 

in exactly the opposite the direction of the Fire arrow.  As we will see, this follows an 

ancient pattern of opposing Elements that goes back to Aristotle in the 4th century BCE.   

The consistency of the correlation between Earth and Introversion is manifest from the five 

out of six solid up triangles on the E scale [E-N+, E-N~, E-N-, E+N-, E+, N~ and E+, N+] 

that are in the E- direction (to the left) compared with the empty down triangles veering to 

the right.   

 

 This most noticeable axis is the two opposing pairs of (four) triangles showing that Earth is 

inclined towards Introvert Neuroticism [E-N+] and disinclined towards Extravert Emotional 

Stability [E+N-].  The high Earth E-N+ frequency (42%) is double the high Earth E+N- 

(20%) (d = -1.93) and the low Earth E+N- (40%) is nearly three times the low E-N+ (14%) 

(d = 2.62).  

  

 However, the Earth results on the Neuroticism scale were less consistent.  Only four out of 

six frequencies were in the direction of N+ and the effect size for high Earth on the N scale 

was the weakest of all the four prominent Elemental results.  On inspecting these results, it 

appears that the N+ direction is driven by Earth’s attraction to Introversion [E-N+] and 

aversion to Extraversion [E+N-] as all other results on the N scale are close to the mean.  

Frequency of Birth Charts where Fire is the Highest Element & Lowest Element 

Element/E Scale Category Frequency  % d M N 

High Fire E+  E+N+, E+N~, E+N- 35.17 33% 1.72 27 108 

High Fire E- E-N+, E-N~, E-N- 24.83 23% 1.72 27 108 

Low Fire E+ E+N+, E+N~, E+N- 15.33 14% 2.66 27 108 

Low Fire E- E-N+, E-N~, E-N- 34.00 31% 2.66 27 108 

(Using Data from Dean 1985) 
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These less decisive results may be accounted for by the division for Earth between five N+ 

traits and three N- traits on the EPI. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 9. Frequency distribution by E&N personality types of charts with predominantly 

Earth planets versus charts with low or a lack of Earth. 

 

 

Air brings Emotional Stability to a chart, but not extreme personality types 

As with the two previous Elements, the hypothesis (Air being more Emotionally Stable than 

Neurotic) is confirmed with consistent results even when broken into small groups.  Figure 

10 shows how Air is consistently in the direction of Emotional Stability [N-].  All six pairs  

 

of triangles on the Neuroticism scale: [E-N+, E~N+, E+N+, E-N-, E~N-, E+N-] have the 

high Air Charts in the direction of N- below the low Air frequencies.  These results clearly 

suggest that high Air charts avoid Neuroticism  [N+] and low Air charts avoid Emotional 

Stability  [N-].   

  

As all 8 high Air results are average or below average as per Figure 10, it could be argued 

that the absence of High Air is no more than a reflection of this low frequency of Air 

planets in the sample rather than evidence of a trend to a psychological type.  However, if 

Air is scarce then other elements are higher and there should be more charts with a lack of 

air.  Yet, there is an absence of low Air in the N- region and a high frequency of low Air in 

the N+ zone.  We can speculate that an excess of Air may not necessarily result in extreme 
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N-, but those with high Air in their chart appear to be slightly more emotionally stable, 

consistently less Neurotic and less inclined towards personality extremes. 

 

                                                              Table 7 

           Table 8 

 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Frequency distribution by E&N personality types of charts with predominantly 

Air planets versus charts with low or a lack of Air. 

Frequency of Birth Charts where Earth is the Highest & Lowest Element 

Element/Scale Category Frequency  % d M N 

High Earth E+ E+N+, E+N~, E+N- 21.00 19% 2.47 27 108 
High Earth E- E-N+, E-N~, E-N- 35.83 33% 2.47 27 108 

Low Earth E+ E+N+, E+N~, E+N- 34.67 32% 1.52 27 108 

Low Earth E- E-N+, E-N~, E-N- 24.00 22% 1.52 27 108 

High Earth N+ E+N+, E~N+, E-N+ 29.50 27% 0.76 27 108 
High Earth N- E-N-, E~N-, E-N- 26.67 25% 0.76 27 108 

Low Earth N+ E+N+, E~N+, E-N+ 22.83 21% 2.46 27 108 

Low Earth N- E-N-, E~N-, E-N- 37.00 34% 2.46 27 108 

(Using data from Dean 1985) 

Frequency of Birth Charts where Air is the Highest Element & Lowest Element 

Element/E Scale Category Frequency  % d M N 

High Air N+  E+N+, E~N+, E-N+ 21.33 20% 1.43 27 108 
High Air N- E+N-, E~N-, E-N- 26.67 25% 1.43 27 108 

Low Air N+ E+N+, E~N+, E-N+ 32.83 30% 1.97 27 108 
Low Air N- E+N-, E~N-, E-N- 21.50 20% 1.97 27 108 

(Using Data from Dean 1985) 
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Water drifts away from Emotional Stability towards Neuroticism 
In the same way that Watery keywords tend to be evenly dispersed around Eysenck’s four 

quadrants (Figures 1 & 2), the high and low Water chart results are spread quite evenly 

around the mean.  The low or lack of Water results are so close to average that the centre of 

the loop shape is near the centre of the graph.  The high Water directional flow is almost the 

opposite of Air, its opposing Element.  The direction is towards the slightly higher E+N+ 

Water results in contrast to the first experiment with E-N+.  So, Water is, if anything, 

consistently but only slightly more neurotic than emotionally stable. 

 

 

 The lack of a decisive pattern for Water with no statistically significant results is 

anticipated since it was shown (Figure 2 Water traits on the right) that Eysenck’s Watery 

traits had no clear direction.  This result reaffirms that the EPI is not structured in a way that 

measures the Water Element in astrology.  

 

 
 

Figure 11. Frequency distribution by E&N personality types of charts with predominantly 

Water planets versus charts with low or a lack of Water 

 

The Combined Results for the Highest and Lowest Elements in charts 
Using the totals of the top and bottom elements, I created four contingency tables and 

conducted Chi Squared independence tests which yields the results set out in Table 9.  The 
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first row sets out the frequency of charts where the Fire or the Earth elements are rated the 

highest at both ends of the E scale [E+ & E-] with the significance and effect size.   
 

Table 9 

 

The scope for future testing? Is the EPI a viable tool for testing astrology? 
Dean’s focus on the Elements appears to have been a sound choice but not because the 

Elements share a common origin with Eysenck’s typologies.  By gathering three Signs into 

one Element, it is possible to create four groups large enough to demonstrate significance.  

Even so, Eysenck’s traits require unscrambling.  This is the only way to demonstrate how 

his psychological types correspond to the Elements in practice rather than in theory.   

 

 Eysenck’s Personality Index may be one of the closest typologies for identifying 

astrological equivalents, but it is not the right tool to test astrology.  It’s like using a chisel 

to peel an orange.  It’s possible but not efficient.  This EPI generated data may not yield 

significance using other astrological techniques.15   

 

 In general, the use of extreme results has been valuable,3 though there are ways this type of 

experiment could be improved: 

 

1. The personality questionnaire and measurement of responses should be 

based on astrological keywords.  For example, when testing the Elements, 

the EPI keywords could be used but the results recorded according to how 

they fit the Elements, rather than Eysenck’s more subjective grouping and 

labelling.  

2. The decision to discard results that were close to the mean in the original 

experiment, reduced options and dampened down significance.  A full 

dataset (N = 1,198) with E&N results would have enabled the creation of 

normal curves and a comparison of extreme results against standard results.  

Given the varied source of the samples and the regular orbits of the planets 

measured, a moderately even distribution of planets would be highly likely, 

but not certain.   

                                                           
15 The problem with testing other astrological techniques is that Eysenck’s E&N traits are not grouped 

in a way that naturally relates to the Houses or the Aspects.  Also, Eysenck’s key words describe 

behaviour and attitude such as aggressive or calm which fit the nature of the Signs more than the 

Houses which are described by fields of experience such as home, marriage, career etc.  And while 

samples can be split into four Elemental groups, the dataset is already divided into 8 psychological 

types; further division into 12 Signs or 12 houses or into 225 aspects creates tiny groups that are subject 

to anomalies.  Small samples require an effect size that is beyond the scope of this type of study to 

demonstrate significance.  So, Elements are one of the few ways to create large groups with attributes 

on which there is consensus among astrologers.   

Results of Chi Squared χ2 tests of independence for Highest and Lowest Elements 

Experiment Elements DF N χ2 test statistic p d 

Highest Element E Scale Fire E+ v E- Earth E- v E+ 1 216 5.4859 .019 2.10 

Lowest Element E Scale Fire E+ v E- Earth E- v E+ 1 216 8.4563 .004 2.09 

Highest Element N Scale Earth N+ v N- Air N- v N+ 1 216 0.6759 .411 1.10 

Lowest Element N Scale  Earth N+ v N- Air N- v N+ 1 216 5.6514 .017 2.21 

Original data from Dean (1985) 
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3. Additional tests could also be devised for the Modalities, the Signs, the 

Houses and the Aspects as a start.   

4. Research to define theory should come before testing astrologers.  Only 

when a hypothesis has been validated and replicated, is the way open for 

blind match testing.   

 

 An important point here is that the elemental balance in a chart is just one factor in 

astrology – although it may be more potent than most as it represents multiple factors 

involving several planets.  Most astrological effects are polygenetic – from poly meaning 

many and genesis meaning origins – they require multiple factors.  Just as green eyes are 

attributed to 16 genes, so too a trait such as being talkative will be the result of a 

combination of multiple chart factors.  Consequently, single-factor tests in astrology require 

huge and extreme samples to show significance.   

  

I believe that Dean was right not to have had an additional control group in his computer 

analysis.  Robust natural control groups were created when he split the data into a series of 

contrasting types.  If the null hypothesis is valid then the birth details of opposing groups 

should be random.  An artificial control group is a poor substitute for real birth data from 

similar sources due to the fluctuations in birth data and the risk of artefacts. 

 

Self-attribution or self-confirmation? 
In 1978, astrologer Jeff Mayo and Professor Hans Eysenck collaborated on a study 

involving 2,324 subjects.  The results showed that positive Sun Signs (Fire and Air) scored 

significantly higher on Extraversion than negative Sun Signs (Earth and Water) and Water 

was high on the Neuroticism scale (Mayo, White & Eysenck 1978). 

 

 Later, Eysenck and others put these promising results down to subjects self-attributing Sun 

Sign traits as they had all shown prior knowledge of, or expressed a particular interest in, 

astrology (Eysenck & Nias 1984, pp.49-67).  Similar significant results have been replicated 

in subsequent Sun Sign experiments, but according to Dean the “pattern disappeared for 

people unfamiliar with sun signs.” (Dean et al., 2016 p.351).   

 

 While I intend to address the question of self-attribution in more detail in a future paper, I 

don’t consider that the results in this present E&N study have been affected by self-

attribution, for many reasons, which I will set out.  But for now, here are a few thoughts:   

 

1. Eysenck included a lie score in the EPI to detect false answers and Dean 

eliminated all subjects with a high score (L>5) (Dean 1985a p.6).  In 

defending his E&N test, Dean claimed “The evidence for the validity of E 

and N is now overwhelming.  …  The crucial point about such tests is that 

the responses are impossible to fake.” (Dean 1986 pp.8-9) 

2. The sample was collected from three reliable independent sources: Geoffrey 

Dean, and two senior academics at two universities (Veno 1979; Jackson 

1979).  Unlike, the Mayo (1978) and other tests, there is no evidence that the 

subjects had any interest in or connection with astrology or that there was 

any incentive to validate astrology.  Most (58%) were student volunteers and 

the rest responded to an advertisement to help with a study into personality 
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and astronomical factors (32%) or between personality and season of birth 

(10%). 

3. Self-attribution is a hypothesis.  It is considered a plausible explanation for 

empirical evidence of astrology especially if astrology is seen as implausible.  

Although I do not rule out self-attribution as a factor in tests of subjects with 

knowledge of astrology, there are alternative plausible explanations as to 

why the most significant results in Sun Sign tests came from those familiar 

with astrology:   

 

a) Those whose personality is, for whatever reason, authentically like 

their Sign are more likely to be interested in astrology;   

b) Those interested in self-reflection and self-discovery have greater self-

knowledge, and such individuals typically find astrology of interest; 

c) If astrology is valid, it follows that those interested in astrology have 

discovered their identity through astrology and that this clarified sense 

of self is reflected in their response.  While those who are not familiar 

with astrology, may lack this level of self-awareness and respond with 

less clarity and knowledge about the nature of their personality. 

 

4. Unlike Mayo et al (1977), this is not a Sun-Sign test.  The first experiment 

tests the Sun, the Moon and the Ascendant.  The second experiment works 

with the six planets weighted according to their expected influence on the 

natal chart. 

5. After some contradictory information in his paper (Dean 1981:p.17)16, Dean 

states that there is a ‘Sun-Sign’ effect in line with other studies at the time 

that found a ‘small but consistent effect’.  He points out that the Sun Sign 

effect can only apply to the Sun, Mercury, Venus and to a small extent Mars 

and “Because few people know the sign position of the other planets and the 

Ascendant, self-attribution cannot apply to these factors in which case a 

positive result would suggest that sign effects are real”.  

 

 To answer Dean’s proposition, I performed binomial sign tests for positive 

and negative Zodiac Signs using the data in the present study.  Within the 

216 subjects who were either E+ or E-, 122 had the Sun placed in the 

predicted zone (Positive Signs for E+ and Negative Signs for E-) (p = .033 

M = 108 N = 216).  This result is as predicted since the Sun is strongly 

connected with Extraversion.  However, the 115 Moons and 118 Ascendants 

also confirm an excess in Signs in the predicted direction and to a 

marginally significant level (p = .056 M = 216 N = 432).  When these 

planetary results are combined into 648 independent trials, they become 

considerably more significant: (p = .008 M = 324 N = 648) and confirm that 

by Dean’s criteria the ‘sign effects are real’.  

                                                           
16 “A computer analysis of the tropical and sidereal sign positions of the planets, Ascendant and MC 

(taken individually and in combination) of these extremes by Colin James III of Denver, Colorado 

revealed no significant replicable correlations between E and positive/negative signs.” Dean 1981 p.17 
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Conclusion 
Dean deserves much credit for his efforts in amassing such a large sample from several 

trusted sources.  Apart from discarding some valuable data, it is quite a well-conceived test 

that merits serious consideration. Although his investigation is not as huge as the lifetime 

studies of Michel Gauquelin and the ongoing research of Kyösti Tarvainen (Snow 2016), 

this experiment is comparable with the Carlson Test (Ertel 2009), the New York Suicide 

Study (Press 1977) or the Redhead studies (Hill 1988 & 1996) for its scope and potential.  

 

 In this present study, the alternative hypothesis is derived from the match between 

Eysenck’s EPI character traits and the astrological elements as defined by notable 

astrologers.  Fire is forecast to be Extravert.  Earth is predicted as Introvert oriented.  Air 

ought to be Emotionally Stable.  Water should be slightly Neurotic, but impossible to pin 

down to any of one of Eysenck’s personality dimensions. 

 

 Experiment 1 measures the planetary frequency in the charts of 288 subjects for 

Extraversion and Neuroticism.  In Experiment 2, the study is extended to include a weighted 

rule-based measurement of the individual charts to identify the dominant Element and the 

weakest Element.  Both experiments confirm the correlation between the predicted E &N 

traits and the astrological outcomes from the birth charts.  Fire is shown to be E+ and Earth 

E- to a statistically significant level (with a 99.6% chance of not attaining this result or more 

extreme if it were random).  Air [N-] and Earth [N+] show the same level of significance 

(99.3%).  Air also appears to be disinclined towards all extremes of personality.  The Earth 

results on the N scale were higher than anticipated, though the second experiment showed 

that these results were less consistent compared with other significant results.  Lastly, the 

results for Water on both scales suggests that the EPI is not capable of measuring the 

element in the chart effectively due to the conflicting traits.   

 

 Overall, the four Elements, as measured by planetary frequency in the charts of 288 

extreme personalities correlated significantly with textbook astrological definitions within 

the limitations of the EPI using linear regression.  When the sample was divided into 8 

personality dimensions, the hypothesised correlations were confirmed by 16 out of 18 small 

sample pairs (n = 36) suggesting a consistent result throughout the sample.  

 

 By combining all the results for E and N, each element forms a pattern in the opposite 

direction to its traditional ‘opposing Element’ i.e. Fire opposes Earth and Air is in 

opposition to Water.  This goes back to the ancient universal model of the contrasting 

elements advanced by Greek natural philosopher, Aristotle (ca. 350 BCE).  This system was 

followed by astrologer and polymath Claudius Ptolemy, later psychologist Carl Jung and 

nowadays by Jungian astrologers (Greene 1977 p.62).  The patterns are illustrated in four 

radar graphs (Figures 8-11). 

 

 The four directional arrows on each graph point to a minor clockwise deviation from the 

four angles (i.e. not directly at E+, E-, N+ & N-).  While we cannot rule out random 

variations with small groups, it is most likely to be the effects of subtle variations in 

Eysenck’s keywords with Earth veering towards N+ and Air towards E- as a secondary 

Element.  
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 The statistically significant elemental results are a remarkably close reflection of Eysenck’s 

traits and their correspondence with modern astrological texts.  Alternative explanations and 

artefacts, such as self-attribution, are considered and rejected in this study.  Until there is a 

more plausible explanation for the results of this large study17, three of the four  elements, 

as used in astrology, appear to have been empirically verified by the evidence.  These 

results now need to be replicated with an independent sample containing sufficient subjects 

with extreme E&N scores on Eysenck’s EPI.  
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Appendix 

 Classification of Eysenck’s E&N traits into the four Elements in 

astrology 
 

 

Few astrology ‘cookbooks’18 address the Elements with a list of relevant keywords.  Jeff 

Mayo’s Astrology Manual (Mayo 1964) is typical with just two words per Element.  Of the 

most popular standard astrological keywords, Water = emotional, Air = intellectual and 

Earth = practical, only Fire = outgoing was on Eysenck’s list. 

 
 However, Table 10 shows how correspondences with Eysenck’s traits are confirmed from 

two titles (now considered classic textbooks) by eminent, established astrologers: Robert 

Hand (Horoscope Symbols 1981) and Stephen Arroyo (Astrology and the Four Elements 

1975).  A surprising number of exact or very close matches of Eysenck’s traits and 

keywords came up.  In the opinions of Arroyo and Dr Hand, three of Eysenck’s thirty-two 

traits: quiet, passive and pessimistic fit both the Earth and Water Element.   

 
 While the twelve Signs can be separated into four Elements or Quadruplicities, they can 

also be divided into three astrological Modes (also known as Triplicities)Error! Bookmark not 

defined..  Five of Eysenck’s traits correspond to two of the Modes: Fixed: rigid and arguably 

calm and Mutable: changeable, restless and anxious.  Since each of the three Modes 

incorporates Signs from all four Elements, these traits cannot be attributed to Elements.  

This is yet another example that reaffirms Eysenck’s EPI should not be used as a general 

test of astrology. 

 
 Professor Eysenck once stated “If it cannot be measured then it does not exist" (Dean & 

Nias 1997).  So, while the EPI/Astrology match requires adjustment, the EPI is a well 

considered system of measuring personality.  The EPI consists of 57 questions: 9 for the Lie 

scale, 24 for Extraversion and 24 for Neuroticism.  Each of the 48 E&N questions relate 

directly to at least one of the personality traits listed on Figure 1.  Some questions have an 

obvious link such as Q.3 Are you usually carefree? Trait: Carefree [E+].  Also, every trait in 

Figure 1 is addressed by at least one of the EPI questions.  Eysenck and his team designed 

the EPI to convert his subjects’ answers into scores on the E&N scales.  These scores reflect 

the level at which the individual considers that the thirty two personality traits on Eysenck’s 

circular diagram applies to his or her behaviour.  So, one of several ways to test the null 

hypothesis is to assess whether the more [E or N] traits that are attributed to an astrological 

element, the more subjects with extreme [E or N] personalities can be expected to have 

planets in that element.   

 

 

 

 

                                                           
18 Astrology cookbooks are astrological text books that list keywords and descriptions of chart features 

such as delineations for each planet in each of the 12 signs like a series of recipes.  
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Table 10. 
Eysenck’s personality trait words attributed to Elements by classic astrological texts 

 

.   

EPI Keyword Element Rob Hand Stephen Arroyo Other Sources

leadership FIRE assertive/wilful  p.187 direct their will  power, overpowering p.95 all leaders p.44 - FAS

lively FIRE active, outgoing p.185 excitable, enthusiastic p.95 active p.95

outgoing FIRE outgoing p.186 flagrant p.96

active FIRE active p.185 physical ly active p.105

optimistic FIRE ebull ience/enthusiasm p.185
great faith in self, high spirits, 

enthusiastic p.95
optimistic p.44 - FAS

impulsive FIRE impulsive p.106 

excitable FIRE excitable p.95

aggressive FIRE angry p.185 impatient p.95

thoughtful AIR thinking p.189 think before they act p.106 thoughts p.56 - Roy G. 

peaceful AIR
delicate nervous system p.96 rise above 

confl ict p.105

peacemaker, mediating 

peace [LI] p.36-7 - Key

even tempered AIR
detached, objective, rational p.96 

rise above confl ict p.105

talkative AIR speech p.188 [GE]
expression in words p.96

verbal expression p.94

communicative p.36 - 

Mayo

sociable AIR strongly social p.188 most social p.96

sober EARTH stable p.186 cautious p.99
sober [VI] p.35 & 

sober [CP] p.43 Key

reserved EARTH suspicious, reserved p.99  

unsociable EARTH
self-restrained [E&W], self-discipl ine, 

reserved [E] p.99
unsociable [CP] p.43 - Key

careful EARTH
adept with details, efficiency 

expert p.187
cautious, premeditative, suspicious p.99

careful [CP] p.43,

careful [VI] p.35 - Key

reliable EARTH stable p.186 dependable p.99 reliable [TA] p27 - Key

quiet
EARTH/ 

WATER
passive [EW] p.186

pregnant si lence p.106 [SC], reserved 

p.99, receptive [EW] p.93

pessimistic
EARTH/ 

WATER

overly serious [CP] p.234,  

concern for what is real, lack 

of vision [E] p.186-7,  

depression [W] p.191

realistic p.234 [CP] & hidden 

undercurrents can drag them down p.98 

[W]

gloomy, despondent p.56 - 

Roy G. [E]

pessimistic p.52 [CP] - 

Mayo

passive
EARTH/ 

WATER
passive p.186 [E] receptive [E&W] p.93, passive [E] p.99

moody WATER moodiness p.191 irrational fears p.98 sensitive p.106

responsive WATER empathic responsiveness p.98 

touchy WATER
oversensitivity to the sl ightest threat, 

vulnerabil ity to hurt p.98

Banzhaf, Hajo & Haebler, Anna (1996) Key Words for Astrology, Samuel Weiser, ME - KEY

[E]=Earth  [W]=Water  [E&W]=Earth & Water  [TA]=Taurus [GE]=Gemini [VI]=Virgo [LI]=Libra  [SC]=Scorpio  [CP]=Capricorn  

Sources: 

bold=exact word match   italics=close but not synonyms 

Mayo, Jeff (1964), Teach Yourself Astrology, Hodder & Stoughton, UK - Mayo

Sources where Eysenck's E&N Keywords match Astrological Elements

Hand, Robert (1981) Horoscope Symbols, Whitford Press, PA

Arroyo, Stephen (1975), Astrology, Psychology and the Four Elements, CRCS, CA

Faculty of Astrological Studies (1982), Learning Astrology. A teaching manual for beginners, Cromwell Press, UK - FAS

Gillett, Roy (2011), The Secret Language of Astrology, Watkins Publishing, UK - Roy G.

FIRE

AIR

EARTH

WATER

EARTH/WATER
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Abstract 

The Gauquelins found so-called Gauquelin plus zones which seem to 

strengthen some planets of some prominent professionals. Now in this 

study, we study the strength of planets in the Gauquelins’ data from the 

point of view of ordinary astrology. Because a multitude of strengthening 

factors (having different weights) has been presented in astrology, we 

focus here on the following factors that are perceived to be strong. Four 

basic categories in planetary strength are taken into account: 1) the 

planet’s aspects and 2) house placement, 3) planets and points in the 

sign(s) the planet rules, 4) planets in the house(s) that correspond to the 

sign(s) the planet rules. To avoid complexities of point weighting 

systems, only the following central factors are taken into account: among 

planets, SO and MO; among axes, AS and MC; among houses, the 

angular houses; among aspects, conjunctions. The resulting point 

counting system for the strength of a planet is presented in Table 1. Now 

according to ordinary astrology, the rulers of the 15 Gauquelin groups 

are expected to be strong in these groups. When using the group rulers of 

Rex E. Bills’ rulership book and the mentioned point counting system for 

planetary strength, it turns out that the group rulers’ strength in the 15 

groups obtains overall statistical significance (p=0.008). Hence, planets 

show strength also according to ordinary astrology in the Gauquelins’ 

data; and one can then say that the Gauquelins found additional 

positions which can reinforce some planets. As a by-product, 

confirmation was obtained for the use of the Koch house system. 

Confirmation was obtained also for the 8° conjunction orb (plus 2° for 

SO and MO), recommended by the Faculty of Astrological Studies. 

 

Situations that strengthen planets in ordinary astrology 
Already in antiquity it was perceived that some placements strengthen the planets’ 

astrological influence. Factors that make a planet stronger are presented in, for example, the 

astrological encyclopedia by deVore (1976) under “Dignities and Debilities”.  

 

 In modern times, some astrologers have devised point counting systems for determining the 

strength of a planet (Stone 1981, Cunningham 2012). Also, Henning’s potentials include 

point counting for the strength of planets (Henning 1985). In the point counting systems, 

different factors can be weighted differently. 

 Due to the large amount of factors that may reinforce planets and in order to avoid the 

complexities of point weighting systems, we concentrate, in this pilot study, on basic 

factors, which are classified into four categories in Table 1.  
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 The starting point for setting up Table 1 is in classical astrology, in the writings of Morin 

(Mason 1974). He pointed up the strength of a planet in the following situations: 1) in 

conjunction with AS and MC (here, the nowadays highlighted planets SO and MO are 

added), 2) in the 1st and 10th house (here, other cadent houses are added), 3) in its own sign, 

having also power over the planets and angles situated in this sign. The fourth category in 

Table 1 is a modern one, but also it has origin in classical astrology where a planet in a 

house corresponding to its own sign is strong (for example, MO in the 4th house). 

Table 1.  
Situations that strengthen planets. 

Situation 

category  

Situations that reinforce a planet’s astrological influence 

1 The planet conjuncts the Sun, Moon, AS or MC 

2 The planet is situated in an angular house (1st, 4th, 7th or 10th house) 

3 The planet, Sun, Moon, AS or MC is situated in the sign the planet rules 

 

4 The planet, Sun or Moon is situated in the house that corresponds to the 

sign the planet rules 

 

 If the planet under consideration is the Sun or Moon, the concise statements in Table 1 

should be interpreted accordingly. For example if the strength of the Sun is considered in a 

chart, the statement in the first category refers to the situation “the Sun conjuncts the Moon, 

AS or MC”.  

 In the 3rd and 4th category, modern rulers were used in the computer runs. For example in 

the 3rd category, when the strength of Mars is considered, one point is acquired from each of 

the following factors: MA, SO, MO, AS or MC in Aries (no points if these are in Scorpio). 

But for example, when determining the strength of Venus, which rules two signs, one point 

is acquired from each of the following factors: VE, SO, MO, AS or MC in Taurus or Libra. 

Similarly in the 4th category, two houses are taken into account for Venus, as well as for 

Mercury. 

 As an example of the last category we may consider the Sun. It rules the 5th sign Leo. 

Planets in the corresponding 5th house are generally perceived to increase properties (for 

example, creativity and self-expression) that are related to the Sun, and hence the influence 

of the Sun seems to have been increased. In modern astrology, the Sun is said to be the 

natural ruler of the 5th house. 

 As indicated in Table 1, we consider only factors that generally are regarded as most 

important in astrology. Among aspects, only conjunctions are taken into account. Many 

other aspects are powerful in astrology. But because different aspects (soft vs. hard, major 

vs. minor) may act differently with different weights in different groups, they are left to 

further studies.  
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 The Koch house system is used1. In the considered conjunctions, the orb recommended by 

the Faculty of Astrological Studies is applied: 8°, but 10° for conjunctions involving the 

Sun or Moon2.  

The considered groups and their ruling planets 
For studying the strength of planets, we consider 15 groups (23,231 persons) the Gauquelins 

have collected (the data is available on the web site http://cura.free.fr). These groups are 

indicated in the first column of Table 2. 

 

 Bills (1971) has examined in astrological literature which planets (and signs and houses) 

are most often said to rule specific groups of persons (and other things). A planet that rules 

a group can generally be expected to be strong in that group. Consequently, we study here, 

in each of the 15 Gauquelin groups, whether the ruler of the group is strong according to the 

criteria of Table 1. 

 Bills (1971) gives directly the rulers for ten groups. For other five groups, the rulers are 

obtained by straightforward interpretations3. The group rulers are indicated in the second 

column of Table 2. 

                                                           
1 The selection of the Koch house system was based on the fact that, in two previous 

statistical tests (Tarvainen 2011, 2016), it worked best. At the end of this study, four other 

house systems were compared to the Koch system by determining the excess of strong 

house placements (situation categories 2 and 4 in Table 1). In this comparison, the excess 

when using Koch was 1.04 % (p = 0.013) and 1.06 % (p = 0.015) when using the Whole 

Sign system, meaning that there is practically a tie between these systems. The Porfyry 

house system (excess 0.84 %, p = 0.03), the Placidus system (excess 0.69 %, p = 0.06) and 

the Equal house system (excess 0.52 %, p = 0.13) did not work as well as the Koch and 

Whole Sign system. 

 
2 At the end of this study, the used orb of 8° (plus 2° for conjunctions involving SO or MO) 

achieved confirmation. As explained by, for example, Tarvainen (2013), the working 

maximum orb can be estimated as the maximum orb at which the p-value attains its 

minimum value. In this case, when using adjacent smaller or bigger maximum orbs, the 

overall p-value obtained bigger values than at 8° (in parenthesis, the excess for all groups): 

orb 6°: p = 0.014 (excess 0.76 %); orb 7°: p = 0.013 (excess 0.78 %); orb 8°: p = 0.008 

(excess 0.81 %); orb 9°: p = 0.011 (excess 0.72 %); orb 10°: p = 0.020 (excess 0.68 %). The 

global minimum of the p-value was, however, not attained at 8° due to the disturbances 

caused by the ineffective rulers. When they were replaced by working rulers, also the global 

minimum of the p-value was attained at 8°. 

3 Bills (1971) gives directly rulers for the following groups: actors, military leaders (in the 

book, “army officers”; the same rulers are given also for “leaders”), aviators, journalists, 

musicians, painters, physicians, politicians, scientists and writers (ME for “writers”, JU for 

“writers for publication”). The book mentions no ruler especially for freedom fighters; for 

them, the ruler MA for “fighters” is used. No ruler is given for alcoholics by Bills; for them, 
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Methods 
The computer determined, in each group, how many times the group’s ruler(s) is in a 

strengthening situation stated in Table 1. For example, if the group’s ruling planet conjuncts 

both the Sun and Moon in a chart of the group, the ruling planet gets two points in Category 

1. If the ruling planet is situated in the 7th house, it gets one additional point in Category 2, 

and so on for the other categories, whereby we obtain the score for the group ruler in this 

chart. The score is determined similarly for all charts in the group, and these scores are 

summed up. 

 

 This total count for the group ruler’s strength is then compared to the corresponding count 

in the control group to obtain the excess of strong placements of the considered group ruler. 

By summing up all these ruler excesses we obtain the excess of all group rulers in the whole 

data. 

 
 The control charts for each group were determined by shuffling, whereby firstly 1000 

groups of the size of the data group were generated. The dates, years, birth hours and places 

were taken randomly and independently without replacement (shuffling methods are treated 

by, for example, Tarvainen, 2012a). The whole control group for each group consists of 

these 1000 groups of the size of the data group.  

 
 To estimate the p-value for a group ruler’s excess of strong placements, two methods can 

be used. If the p-value is relatively big, it can be estimated by directly observing in how 

many of the 1000 control groups, the group ruler has at least as many strong situations as in 

the data group. To estimate small p-values, the mean value and standard deviation of the 

count of the group ruler’s strong placements in the 1000 control groups are determined and 

used as parameters in a Normal distribution approximation. The p-value is then obtained, 

using this Normal distribution, as the probability that the score in the control group is higher 

or the same as in the data group. 

 
 The overall p-value for the whole data is obtained similarly by considering the sum of the 

strong placements of all group rulers in the data and the corresponding control sums 

obtainable from the generated control groups (an illustration is given in Figure 1). 

 
Results 
The results are presented in Table 2. The third column gives, for each group ruler, the 

excess of its strong situations (according to Table 1) compared to the corresponding mean 

value in the whole control group. The corresponding p-value is given in the next column.  

 

                                                                                                                                      

the ruler NE for “alcoholism” is applied. For mental patients, the rulers MO, ME and NE 

given for “insanity” are assumed. There is no ruler for murderers; for them, the rulers MA 

and PL for “murder” are applied. For sport champions, the rulers JU for “sportsmen” and 

MA for “sports, competitive” are used. 
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 The last row presents the summary for all 15 groups (23,231 persons). The ruling planets 

are 0.8 % more often in a strengthening situation (according to Table1) in the data than in 

the control charts. The corresponding p-value is 0.008.  

 

 Hence, this study gives overall statistical support for ordinary astrology’s statements that 

some situations strengthens planets and some planets are strong in some groups.  

 

Table 2.  
The first column shows the considered 15 groups. The second column indicates their rulers3 

as given by Bills (1971). The third column gives the excess of strong placements (according 

to Table 1) of these rulers; the corresponding p-value is in the next column. The last column 

indicates the three strongest planets as determined by the criteria of Table 1. 
Group 

(in parentheses, 

the number of 

persons) 

Rulers 

(Bills, 

1971) 

Excess 

(%) 

p-value Three strongest 

planets in the group 

according to Table 1 

(in parentheses, the 

excess and the 

corresponding p-

value) 

 

Actors 

(1407) 

VE  

NE 

-0.3 %    

-0.4 %  

0.58          

0.58  

PL (3%, p=0.10) 

ME (2%, p=0.10)    

SA (1%, p=0.38) 

Alcoholics 

(1793) 

NE  3.9 %      0.03 NE (4%, p=0.03) 

ME (2%, p=0.13)  

JU (1%, p=0.25) 

Military leaders  

(3608) 

MA 

SO  

 0.7 %      

-2.6 % 

0.31         

0.98 

ME (1.1%, p=0.13) 

JU (1%, p=0.21) 

MA (0.7%, p=0.31) 

Aviators 

(392) 

UR  -2.2 %         0.72 MA (6%, p=0.08) 

JU (3%, p=0.21) 

VE (3%, p=0.16) 

Freedom fighters 

(616) 

MA  3.9 %          0.12 MA (4%, p=0.12) 

ME (3%, p=0.11) 

UR (2%, p=0.20) 

Journalists  

(673) 

ME   2.9 %         0.09 MA (7%, p=0.01)  

UR (4%, p=0.09) 

ME (3%, p=0.09) 

Mental 

patients  

(3256) 

MO  

ME  

NE 

 2.6 %            

 2.3 %         

 2.3 % 

0.05          

0.01        

0.06 

MO (3%, p=0.05) 

ME (2%, p=0.01)  

NE (2%, p=0.06) 

Murderers 

(622) 

MA  

PL 

 0.3 %     

-4.7 % 

0.47      

0.93 

ME (3%, p=0.10) 

NE (3%, p=0.19) 

VE (1%, p=0.28) 

Musicians 

(1248 ) 

VE 

NE  

 2.6 %            

 5.7 %                  

0.07 

0.01 

NE (6%, p=0.01) 

VE (3%, p=0.07) 

UR (1%, p=0.28) 

Painters 

(1472) 

VE  1.4 % 

 

0.16 

           

VE (1%, p=0.16) 

SA (1%, p=0.24) 
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           MA (0.3%, p=0.44)          

Physicians 

(2552) 

ME 

JU 

 0.4 % 

-0.7 % 

0.37         

0.68 

MA (3%, p=0.07) 

ME (0.4%, p=0.37) 

PL (0.2%, p=0.44) 

Politicians  

(1002) 

SO  

SA 

-0.8 % 

-5.2 % 

0.64      

0.98      

NE (2%, p=0.27) 

MA (1%, p=0.32) 

MO (1%, p=0.33) 

Scientists 

(1094) 

ME    

UR 

-0.2 %             

 2.0 %  

0.56         

0.19 

SA (5%, p=0.02),  

JU (3%, p=0.07) 

UR (2%, p=0.19) 

Sport champions 

(2144) 

MA 

JU 

-2.8 % 

 0.3 %       

0.93 

0.42           

UR (2%, p=0.09) 

MO (2%, p=0.12) 

ME (1%, p=0.22) 

Writers 

(1352) 

ME 

JU   

 2.4 %         

 1.4 % 

0.07 

0.24 

PL (4%, p=0.02), 

ME (2%, p=0.079 

JU (1%, p=0.24) 

All (23 231)   0.8 %   0.008  

 

Figure 1 illustrates the determination of the overall p-value. It presents the frequency 

histogram of the total number of strong placements of all 26 group rulers in 1000 control 

groups. The related Normal distribution for determining the p-value is also shown. The 

Normal distribution gives p-value 0.008. By counting directly the number of control groups 

by which the number of strong placements is at least as big as that in the data (63,860, 

marked by “X” in the figure) gives practically the same p-value 0.005 (= 5/1000). 

 
 

Figure 1.  Histogram of the total number of strong placements (Table 1) of the 26 group 

rulers (Table 2) in 1000 control groups. The corresponding number in the data (63,860) is 

marked by “X” on the x-axis. The smooth curve presents the approximate Normal 

distribution. 
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Discussion of the results 
The last column of Table 2 indicates, for each group, the three strongest planets as 

determined by the criteria of Table 1. Planets that are given in the book by Bills (1971) are 

emphasized. We see three types of cases: 

 

• (Class A) The strongest planet, or the strongest planets (according to Table 1), are 

exactly the same as given by Bills (1971) for the following five groups: alcoholics 

(NE), freedom fighters (MA), mental patients (MO, ME, NE), musicians (NE, 

VE) and painters (VE).  

• (Class B) The rulers given by Bills are among the three strong planets: military 

leaders (MA), journalists (ME), physicians (ME), scientists (UR) and writers 

(ME, JU). 

• (Class C) No ruler given by Bills is among the three strong planets: actors, 

aviators, murderers, politicians and sport champions. Excluding aviators (see a 

note below), it may be that possible rulers for these groups are not as strong as in 

other groups, whereby it is difficult to obtain statistical confirmation for them. 

 

 In addition to the usual random variation due to the sampling of the data, there are several 

other factors that cause disturbances to the results:  

 
• The point counting system of Table 1 is incomplete, including only some central 

factors that have the same weight. It can be improved in further studies. 

 
• There is some uncertainty in the rulers Bills (1971) provides. He has counted how 

many times a planet has been mentioned as a ruler in the astrological literature, 

evidently not taking into account the competence of the astrologer, which would 

have been difficult to do. If we would use, according to Morin – one of the most 

prominent astrologers of all times – SA for the scientists (Mason 1974, p. 158) 

instead of Bills’ ME, the scientists would move to the above Class A. The same 

happens to the physicians if one uses Morin’s MA instead of Bills’ JU (Bills gives 

though MA for surgeons). In the case of politicians, there is no excess for Bills’ 

rulers SO and SA; Morin’s JU has a positive excess.  

 
• The Gauquelin data as a collection of prominent professionals may also cause 

some disturbances to the results. For example, in the case of sport champions, MA 

is situated relatively often in the Gauquelin plus zones. It would be interesting to 

know, whether, among ordinary sportsmen, MA and JU given by Bills were 

relatively more often in the 1st and 10th houses. As another example, we may 

consider journalists. It is possible that just among these top journalists, but not 

necessary among all journalists, MA (pioneering energy) and UR (originality) are 

stronger than ME. In any case, despite the fact that we are here mostly dealing 

with prominent persons, ordinary astrology obtained confirmation. 
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 The following general comment related to the rulers should be kept in mind – to quote Rex 

E. Bills’ foreword:  

“This book is concerned only with major rulerships. It is quite possible to 

find a reason why every planet, sign, and house can rule an object. … 

Therefore, do not hesitate to choose a rulership which is not listed if it 

seems to fit your particular needs.” 

 

 Above, the rulers listed by Bills (1971) are used. But at least for the aviators (the first 

aviators) another ruler clearly could be more fitting. The book’s ruler for aviators is UR, 

evidently because it is related to new inventions. But if we pay attention to the fact that the 

first aviators were bold men who risked their lives flying airplanes that were under 

development, then one could expect that MA (related to boldness) to be strong among the 

first aviators, as it was (Table 2). This viewpoint would move the aviators from Class C to 

A. 

Despite all uncertainties, it was possible to obtain statistically significant results, which 

gives confirmation that some planets are strong in some groups according to ordinary 

astrology. A fortunate feature in this study which dampened disturbances is the relatively 

large size of the data: 15 groups with 23,231 persons. We may still present some notes: 

 

• It is surprising that the rulers MO, ME and NE worked well for the mental 

patients since their illnesses (acute delusion, hallucinating psychosis, manic 

depressive, mentally deranged) are serious and probably mainly based on genetic 

factors. But evidently astrological factors (if astrologically in an unfavorable 

state) can worsen the patient’s condition. 

 

• The group of murderers seems problematic in ruler studies (actually no ruler was 

given by Bills (1971) for murderers, but only for murder). The strongest two 

planets were ME and NE according to Table 1, which are also strong among the 

mental patients.  This suggests that mental problems are a major cause for 

murders. Also in the study of Henning’s potentials (Tarvainen 2012) common 

features (the 12th potential) were found among mental patients and murderers.  

 

• In some groups, it may be that a planet that has clear symbolic correspondence to 

the group’s characteristic features is not necessarily strongest according to Table 1 

or more advanced point counting systems. For example, for actors, Bills (1971) 

gives VE (art) and NE (art, imitation, insight). They are symbolically appropriate 

for the actors’ profession, but were not strong according to the criteria of Table 1. 

Instead, ME is among the three strongest planets. It is however related to 

imitation, but, for actors, also the general communication skills related to ME are 

important. That is, communication skills may become more pronounced in the 
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planetary strength points than matters relating to the core characteristics of the 

actors’ profession. 

 Ruling planets of groups of persons are considered seldom in modern, person-centered 

astrology. But there are books for vocation selection where vocations are associated with 

planets among other factors. Thus, in addition to the vocations in the Gauquelins’ data, 

many other professions could be considered in further studies by consulting, in addition to 

Bills (1971), astrological books on vocation selection.  
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Abstract 

According to some astrologers, there exist several different sets of 

degree symbols that represent every one of the 360 degrees in the Zodiac 

wheel (ecliptic). Degree symbols are often used to interpret the 

archetypal meaning of a planet or point in the natal or transit chart. 

Furthermore, it has even been suggested that interpreting the degree that 

the progressed sun is located in with degree symbols can also reveal a 

theme that the native will experience for the duration that the progressed 

sun is present in that degree. A programme has been developed by the 

author to calculate the dates when a native’s progressed sun enters a 

new degree. The moment the progressed sun enters a new degree has 

been claimed to signify the onset of a new theme or event that the native 

will experience, which can be described by the degree symbol.  

 This article will present a study that used this programme to calculate 

the dates when the progressed sun entered new degrees during the rise 

to power of a small group of political figures including Augusto 

Pinochet, Margaret Thatcher and Lech Wałęsa. For each political 

figure in the group, a detailed analysis of the results is given in this 

article. The events that these political figures experienced during their 

rise to power will be interpreted with degree symbols. Similarities 

between these events and symbol descriptions were identified as a 

result of the study. 

 It is the intention of this article to introduce the reader to a new 

approach to astrological study that has the potential to explain the 

events that natives have experienced in the past. Furthermore, the 

approach can also be applied to predict events that natives could 

possibly experience in the future.  

 

Keywords: Degree symbols, Political figures, Sabian symbols, 

Secondary progression, Solar Arc 

 

 

Introduction 

The concept of representing every one of the 360 degrees in the zodiac with an image or 

symbol has its origins in ancient Egypt (Lilly, 1655; Hill, 2004; Goldsmith, 2004; Gabriel, 

2011). The 360 degree symbols are based on the Barbaric Sphere (Sphaera Barbarica), 

which is comprised of decans of the 12 signs of the zodiac and the paranatellonta. The 

decans split each zodiacal sign into three equal sections, whereas the paranatellonta are the 

constellations and fixed stars located north and south of the celestial equator which rise on 

the horizon together with a certain decan (Thompson, 2016). It is believed that the 
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sequential relationship between the decans and the paranatellonta with respect to the 

ecliptic is used to describe each degree in the zodiac with a symbol or image. French author 

Gabriel (2011) has used different methods to identify a sequence between the planets and 

zodiacal signs, and has used the sequence to describe each degree in the zodiac with a 

symbol.  

 

 The earliest known text published in the post-Ancient world that describes a set of 360 

degree symbols that are based on the Barbaric Sphere was the Astrolabium Magnum by 

Italian philosopher and astronomer Pietro d’Abano in Padua 1448 (Gabriel, 2011; 

Thompson, 2016). German scholar Johannes Engel edited d’Abano’s Astrolabium Magnum 

and published his own set of degrees in his work, Astrolabium Planum in 1488. This work 

was translated from Latin to English by John Gadbury (1655) and contains a preface by the 

well-reputed English astrologer, William Lilly. Each decan and degree symbol in Gadbury’s 

translation is presented as a dynamic image and is accompanied with a descriptive 

annotation or commentary intended to provide the reader with further insight into the 

meaning of the symbol. The scale that each sign uses ranges from 1 to 30. For example, if a 

native was born in 14o 35’ Scorpio the sun is located in the 15th degree of Scorpio (15o 

Scorpio). Therefore, the degree symbol for Scorpio 15 would be consulted for an 

interpretation of the native’s disposition. The descriptions for each of these symbols based 

on d’Abano’s Astrolabium Magnum are short, blunt and archaic. For example, Gadbury’s 

(1655) translation of Aries 1 states; 

 

“In the first degree of Aries their ascendant a man who holds a Sycle in his 

right hand and in his left hand an Engyne of Warre” 

A man then borne, or querent shall be laborious, and much exercised in war-like 

affaires.  

 

 However, the symbols can also be strange and vague, as is presented by the symbol for 

Cancer 6; 

 

“A man holding a goat in a brasse pot” 

It denotes a fool. 

 

 Gadbury’s translation of d’Abano’s symbols is abruptly fatalistic, and difficult to relate to 

in this contemporary age. Even though it appears that the native is destined to lead a 

doomed existence, the symbols and their commentary offer little insight into the productive 

potential of the native.  

 

 Fortunately, throughout the renaissance period, d’Abano’s degree symbols were expanded 

by notable esoteric authors. The La Volasfera degree symbols were initially written by 

Antonio Borelli (year unknown), and were translated from Latin to English in 1898 by 

English theosophist Walter Richard Gorn Old (better known as Sepharial). Sepharial’s 

translation of the degrees was publishedas the La Volasfera (Sepharial, 2005). The La 

Volasfera provides a lengthened commentary for each symbol compared to Gadbury’s 

translation, which makes the degree set more informative and insightful. However, 

commentary of the symbols is still very much fatalistic. 
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 Isidore Israel Kozminsky published his set of degree symbols in his work, Zodiacal 

Symbology and its Planetary Power in Melbourne, Australia 1917. Kozminsky was a 

member of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, and also wrote several books on 

astrology and numerology (Astrodienst, Kozminsky, Isidore, 2015). Kozminsky’s thorough 

knowledge of the esoterica and occult shows in his commentary that accompanies each 

symbol, which provides a deeper, illumined and revealing, yet at times still fatalistic and 

hopeless perspective. 

 

 French astrologer Jeanne Janduz published her set of degrees in her work, The 360 

symbolic degrees and their interpretation in 1938 (Astrodienst, Janduz, 2014). The Janduz 

degrees are used by the informative French astrology site, astrotheme.com (Astrotheme, 

2016), and are characterized according to a different scale. Instead of using the 1 to 30 scale 

adopted by Gadbury, Borelli’s La Volasfera and Kozminsky, Janduz would present her 

degree symbols on the 0 to 29 scale. Therefore, Aries 0 on the Janduz scale is equivalent to 

Aries 1 on the general scale. The Janduz degree symbols are often similar in description to 

the La Volasfera symbols. Also the underlying essence of each symbol by Janduz is still the 

same as the La Volasfera and even Kozminsky’s sets, but the commentary does offer a 

different angle on the symbol. 

 

 Degree symbols for 360 degrees of the zodiac have also been obtained with psychic means 

on a few occasions. Welsh seer, John Thomas (known as Charubel) obtained the symbols 

psychically, with the intention of resolving any queries about the ascendants of people’s 

horoscopes (Roche, 2010). Perhaps the most well-known set of degree symbols that were 

obtained by psychic means were by clairvoyant Elsie Wheeler and recorded by astrologer 

Marc Edmund Jones in San Diego, USA 1925 (date withheld by Jones). Jones believed that 

Wheeler was able to psychically contact the “ancient mind matrix” of the Sabian 

brotherhood to obtain the symbols for each degree. The Sabians were a magi class of 

Chaldeans from ancient Babylon (Mesopotamia), who practised star worship. 

Appropriately, Edmund Jones titled these degrees, the “Sabian Symbols” in his work the 

Sabian Symbols in Astrology in 1953 (Roche, 2010; Hill, 2004; Giselle, 2016). The Sabian 

Symbols are considered to be the most popular set to use for interpretation as each symbol 

describes a 20th century image with a more uplifting and encouraging, yet brief and 

sometimes nebulous description. Furthermore, the Sabian Symbols have also been 

interpreted by several authors (Goldsmith, 2004; Hill, 2004; Roche, 2010), providing a 

much lengthier and deeper commentary that is actually applicable in this contemporary age. 

   

 American astrologer Martin Goldsmith (2004) has spent at least 3 decades conducting a 

very comprehensive empirical study, which has resulted in the production of a new set of 

360 symbols. The study involved identifying the degrees of planets located in the natal 

charts of thousands of statesmen, celebrities and well-known public figures, then examining 

each degree the planet is located in with Sabian symbols. On certain occasions the 

archetypal meaning of the natal planet resonated strongly with the Sabian symbol and the 

symbol remained intact or was slightly altered. On other occasions there was no resonance 

and a new symbol was created based on either earlier symbols (from the La Volasfera, 

Janduz etc.) or on the behaviour, personality or achievements that the public figure is 

known for. The public figure’s personal traits and achievements are characterised by the 

archetypal meaning of the natal planet. Goldsmith’s pioneering efforts to produce a new set 

of symbols that are based on empirical study are also thought provoking and valuable. 
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 In this article, a study will be presented which involves the use of an executable programme 

to calculate the dates when the progressed sun enters a new degree for a group of political 

figures. Degree symbols will be used to interpret the events experienced by these political 

figures as they rose to a position of power. Political figures selected for the study are 

Augusto Pinochet, Margaret Thatcher and Lech Wałęsa. Part 2 will outline the methodology 

behind the creation of the programme used for the study. Part 3 will present the input data 

required from the political figures to conduct the study. The results of the study as well as 

brief periodical accounts referring to the results will be presented for each political figure in 

Part 4. Part 5 concludes the article. 

 

 

Research Methodology 
Degree symbols have frequently been used by astrologers to interpret natal and transit charts 

for their clients (Hill, 2004; Goldsmith, 2004). www.Astrotheme.com automatically uses 

the Janduz degrees to interpret calculated natal as well as progressed wheel charts. The 

acclaimed astrologer Dayne Rudhyar (1965) has also suggested that interpreting the degree 

that the progressed sun is located in with degree symbols has the potential to offer revealing 

insights for the present year as well as years well into the future. However, the date when 

the progressed sun moves into a new degree has yet to be calculated by any method.  

 

 The author of this article has developed an executable programme that calls for data from 

the Moshier Ephemeris available from Astrodienst (Koch & Trendl, 2016) in order to; 

  

1) calculate the degree that the progressed sun is located in and;  

2) calculate the date that the progressed sun enters that degree and; 

3) present the degree symbol for interpretation. 

 

 The programme was developed with Rudhyar’s suggestion in mind, that the change of 

degree has the potential to signify a new influence or theme that the native might experience 

for the duration the progressed sun is in that degree.  

 

 The purpose of this article is to test Rudhyar’s suggestion by using the programme on 

several examples. These examples will be based on well-known political figures that 

experienced a rise to power at particular moments in their lives. These political figures 

include Augusto Pinochet, Margaret Thatcher and Lech Wałęsa. The events surrounding the 

political figure’s rise to power will be compared to the degree symbol in an effort to identify 

a correlation between the events and the symbol. 

 

 Earlier degree symbol sets such as d’Abano, La Volasfera, Kozminsky and Janduz have 

been criticised for being blunt, archaic and fatalistic (Goldsmith, 2004). Such symbols 

might not offer as much insight as Goldsmith’s or Hill’s commentary might for a genuinely 

productive personal reading. However, precisely because of the fact that the earlier symbols 

are fatalistic, they’re commentary is blunt, simple and apparent, and ideal to compare to the 

physical events that the native is experiencing. So when seeking to identify a correlation 

between a symbol’s commentary and the event that the native is experiencing during their 

rise to power, the earlier degree symbols will also be consulted to interpret the rise to power 

of a selection of political figures.  
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Research Study 
As explained in the previous chapter, the research study will use an executable programme 

to calculate values 1) and 2) and present value 3). The programme requires input data to 

calculate these values. Input data for each political figure will be presented in this chapter. 

 

 The programme requires natal data to calculate the dates for a selected date of progression.  

 

 The natal data, which consists of the native’s;  

• Birth date (DD Month YYYY) and;  

• Birth hour (HH:mm) at Universal Time (UTC).  

 

 The progression calculation is made for a particular date; 

• Selected date of progression (DD Month YYYY).  

 

 These values are entered into the programme interface presented in Fig.1. The programme 

calculates the dates (at hours) when the progressed sun enters a new degree for the next five 

years from the selected date of progression. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Programme interface. Natal data and selected date for progression are entered into 

the programme interface. Clicking the “Calculate” button will produce 1) the Zodiacal 

degree that the progressed sun is entering, 2) the dates when the progressed sun changes 

degrees and 3) the Degree Symbol corresponding to the Zodiacal Degree. 

 

 
 The following table (Table 1) contains political figures selected for this study and their 

natal data. Selected political figures include, Augusto Pinochet, Margaret Thatcher and 

Lech Wałęsa. The natal data presented in Table 1 uses local birth time and also includes 

place of birth and corresponding time zone.  
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Table 1. Natal data of selected political figures, Augusto Pinochet (Astrodienst, Pinochet, 

Augusto, 2012), Margaret Thatcher (Astrodienst, Thatcher, Margaret, 2014) and Lech 

Wałęsa (Astrodienst, Walesa, Lech, 2014). 

 

 
 
 

 Depending on the time zone the native is born in, the local hour of birth can be adjusted 

such that the calculation for each political figure is made from the same reference point, 

which would provide consistency throughout the study. A commonly used reference point is 

London, UK where Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) as well as Universal time (UTC) is 

measured from. Universal time (UTC) has been chosen as a reference point for this study. 

To begin the progression calculation for each figure from the same reference point, the local 

birth time for each figure is adjusted to represent their birth time at UTC. In some cases the 

birth date at UTC of the native occurs before or after the actual date of birth. Table 2 shows 

the adjusted hour of birth for each political figure at UTC. The hour of birth at UTC, as well 

as the date of birth for each political figure presented in Table 2 are values to be entered into 

the programme interface (Fig.1). 

 

 
Table 2. Adjusted hour of birth of each selected political figure. 

 

 
 

 

 The rise to power of the political figures in Table 2 will be calculated from selected dates 

when they begin their ascent to a position of power during their careers are presented in 

Table 3. The calculation will identify the dates when the progressed sun will enter a new 

degree on the zodiac chart. One approach to identify these dates is to choose the selected 

date to be the first day of the year that the political figure’s rise to power commenced from. 

With this approach, the calculation method will not fail to identify any dates that the 

progressed sun could have entered during the year the figure’s rise to power began.  The 

first day of the year is selected to represent the year the calculation will commence from. A 

brief reason why the date is selected is also stated. 
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Table 3. Selected dates and reason for their selection, for political figures in Table 2. 

 

 
 

 
 The adjusted natal data from Table 2 and selected date from Table 3 are entered into the 

programme interface (Fig.1) to; 

 

1) calculate the Zodiacal degree that the progressed sun is entering and;  

2) calculate the date and hour (UTC) that the progressed sun is entering that Zodiacal 

Degree and; 

3) present the degree symbol corresponding to the Zodiacal degree for interpretation.  

 

 Zodiacal degrees, dates and hours as well as corresponding degree symbols for 

interpretation are calculated for the next five years following the selected date of 

progression.  Hours are only presented to display the precision of the programme and will 

not be required for interpretation with degree symbols. 

 

 

Results and their interpretations 

 

Augusto Pinochet 
The programme was used to calculate the dates and hours when Augusto Pinochet’s 

progressed sun entered zodiacal degrees from the time he was General Commander of the 

Santiago Army Garrison (see Table 3). These values as well as the degree symbols 

corresponding to the zodiacal degrees are presented in Table 4.1. 

 

 Table 4.1 presents the dates when the progressed sun entered a particular zodiacal degree 

are shown. Therefore, the period that the progressed sun spends travelling through each 

zodiacal degree is identified. Each period in Table 4.1 can be interpreted with a degree 

symbol corresponding to the zodiacal degree the progressed sun is travelling through. 

Degree symbols that best describe the events Pinochet experienced to become president of 

Chile are selected from acknowledged degree symbol sets described earlier to interpret each 

period. These periods and their interpretation with degree symbols are presented through the 

remainder of this section. 
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Table 4.1 Dates and hours when progressed sun enters new Zodiacal degrees from selected 

date (Table 3) for Augusto Pinochet. 

 

 
 

  

� Period from 8th April 1971 to 1st April 1972 interpreted with degree symbol for 

Capricorn 30 
 Augusto Pinochet’s rise to power began when he was promoted from General Commander 

of the Santiago Army Garrison to the position of General Chief of Staff of the Chilean 

Army in January 1972 (Munoz, 2008). Kozminsky’s (2004) degree symbol for Capricorn 30 

can be used to describe Pinochet’s promotion; 

 

“A meteorite falling on a mountain top” 
Denotes one who is cautious and generally fortunate, and who nevertheless may 

be subject to sudden attacks on his name and possessions. He should avoid law 

and legal tribunals, and always fix agreements by writing, in order to prevent 

future disputes. He may gain a position of importance, but will not be able to hold 

it. He may be elected to a position which can only be held for a limited term. The 

higher he aims the more he renders himself to shafts of those above him. It is a 

symbol of Strengthening. 

 

 As Kozminsky’s commentary states, Pinochet did obtain a position of importance as 

General Chief of Staff of the Chilean Army. Pinochet also had a reputation as a 

traditionalist and nationalist (Munoz, 2008), which did not fit in well with the ideals of 

President Allende’s socialist government. When Kozminsky’s commentary states “the 

higher he aims, the more he renders himself to shafts of those above him”, it could imply 

that those “above him” were the elites in Allende’s government, who could “limit” the 

length of Pinochet’s appointment. 

 

 Furthermore, it’s likely that Pinochet was part of a covert network created by the Central 

Intelligence Agency (CIA), whose main motive was to contain Fidel Castro’s Communist 

regime in Cuba by preventing the spread of socialism and Communism in South America 

(Kornbluh, 2003).  
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� Period from 1st April 1971 to 26th March 1973 interpreted with degree symbol for 

Aquarius 1 

Pinochet was able to avoid being shifted from his post and successfully held the position of 

General Chief of staff of the Army for the remainder of 1972 and the majority of 1973. In 

addition to his reputation as a traditionalist and nationalist, Pinochet was also known to be a 

very loyal and dutiful member of the Chilean Military, which even the socialists in 

Allende’s government appreciated. Pinochet kept his focus strictly on his duty to the 

Military and did not give the impression that he wanted to use his Military post to expand 

his own political ambitions. As a result, the socialist elites had no reason to be suspicious of 

him and caused him little trouble (Munoz, 2008). This positive time in Pinochet’s military 

career can be described by Janduz’s (Astrotheme, 2016) symbol for Aquarius 0 (Janduz 

degree symbols range from 0 to 29, therefore Aquarius 0 is equivalent to Aquarius 1); 

 

“A wreath of laurel is hanging at the junction of two crossed swords” 

Independent, refined, and courageous character. Success is achieved in all 

occupations requiring strength, dexterity, and a swift intellect such as fencing or 

the military, diplomacy, art or literary review, as well the Bar. Although one 

enjoys sustainable fame, one is unlikely to become very wealthy, unless one 

marries a wealthy person. Indeed, this degree grants sudden riches but takes them 

away as quickly.  

 

 Janduz’s degree symbol favours success in the military, which is exactly what Pinochet 

experienced during this period of his life. 

 

� Period from 26th March 1973 to 20th March 1974 interpreted with degree symbol 

for Aquarius 2 
Pinochet’s career kept improving after President Allende appointed him Commander in 

Chief of the Army in August 1973. Pinochet inherited the post from General Prats, who 

resigned over difficulties in dealing with local disturbances between socialists and 

nationalists (Munoz, 2008). Kozminsky’s (2004) symbol for Aquarius 2 does suggest 

support from others and the realisation of ambitions, which is what Pinochet experienced 

during the time he inherited Prat’s former role.  

 

“A large mulberry-tree laden with fruit, around which are many birds” 
Denotes one of romantic disposition and fine taste who will be favoured by 

fortune and who will attract many friends. There is benevolence and sympathy in 

this nature, and prophetic ability also. He is generally successful in the 

attainment of his desires. It is a symbol of Contentment. 

 

  Kozminsky’s commentary for Aquarius 2 also states that one “will be favoured by fortune 

and will attract many friends”. Pinochet was fortunate that Allende trusted him enough to 

promote him to Commander in Chief of the Army (Fig.2). 

 

 The very next month, on the 11th of September 1973, the entire Chilean armed forces 

overthrew President Allende’s government in a military coup. The coup was also heavily 

supported by a long running campaign orchestrated by the CIA to topple Allende’s socialist 

government (Kornbluh, 2003). Pinochet was loyal to Allende and did not show signs of 

collaboration with the coup conspirators or the CIA up to the initiation of the coup. 
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However, after the coup’s initiation, Pinochet acted on the side of the collaborators by not 

attending his office on September 11th 1973. Instead he was busy sending his family off to a 

secure location. Allende, died as a result of the coup and his socialist government was 

overthrown (Munoz, 2008). Again, Pinochet was fortunate that he had enough friends in the 

Chilean Military who helped him and his family avoid death and torture, which so many 

others in Allende’s government suffered during and after the coup.  

Kozminsky’s symbol for Aquarius 2 provides only a small amount of insight to General 

Pinochet’s promotion and actions in the 1973 coup. Other symbols and commentary for 

Aquarius 2 are positive and favourable in essence but do not provide adequate insight into 

Pinochet’s experience at the time of the coup. 

 

� Period from 20th March 1974 to 14th March 1975 interpreted with degree symbol 

for Aquarius 3 
Chile was governed by a military junta after the September 1973 coup. The junta consisted 

of leaders of the navy, air-force, army and local police. General Pinochet led the army 

branch of the junta. The junta proposed to govern the nation with a rotational presidency, 

but this proposition was later discarded. Although the junta provided a stable government, 

failed propositions such as the rotational presidency raised questions of leadership within 

the junta and created a small power vacuum. General Pinochet took his chance to fill the 

power vacuum by first obtaining the sole chairmanship of the military junta in June 1974, 

then proclaiming himself President of Chile on 17th December 1974. As President, Pinochet 

surprised the junta by relegating them to a legislative branch of the presidency. The junta 

members reacted with a good deal of opposition toward him afterwards (Munoz, 2008). 

Pinochet’s actions to elevate himself above the junta took place when his progressed sun 

was travelling through the latter half of 3o Aquarius (See Table 4.1), and is accurately 

described by Goldsmith’s (2004) symbol for Aquarius 3.  

 

“A deserter from the army follows a rocky path through the wilderness, 

impelled by a radically different vision of public service” 
Rejecting group expectations, but fusing one’s personal goals with the needs of 

the group (disloyal); nonconformity-following one’s own path in life (contrary, off 

track, entertain every rebellious impulse) periodically reconsidering one’s 

direction in life (lost); refusing to be categorized or pinned down (dodge others’ 

plans like a chipmunk evading gunshots, maintain relationships only on their own 

terms); going further by going alone (collect a gang of “fellow travellers”); 

travelling light, guided by ideals (immersed in egoistic fantasies; head in the 

clouds; stumble over unseen obstacles; find a rough, disappointing road until they 

purify their purpose of selfish elements); finding new inspirations; trailblazing; 

being a leader rather than a follower 

 

 In line with Goldsmith’s commentary, General Pinochet truly performed in a “trailblazing” 

fashion, preferring to be “a leader rather than a follower”, as he proclaimed himself 

President of Chile and relegated the junta to a legislative branch in December 1974. 

Furthermore, the symbol itself states “A deserter from the army follows a rocky path 

through the wilderness impelled by a radically different vision of public service”, and is a 

perfect representation of General Pinochet’s actions that went against the status quo the 

junta was governing in accordance with. Ultimately, the similarities between Pinochet’s 
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actions throughout 1974 and Goldsmith’s symbol and commentary for Aquarius 3 are very 

strong. 

 

� Period from 14th March 1975 to the next date interpreted with degree symbol for 

Aquarius 4 
Pinochet spent the following year (1975) consolidating his power over his rivals in the 

junta, for example he orchestrated the death of General Lutz and its cover-up. Other more 

“fortunate” members of the junta were forced into retirement (Munoz, 2008). The La 

Volasfera’s, Kozminsky’s, and Janduz’s degree symbols for Aquarius 4 appropriately 

describe Pinochet’s experience for the majority of 1975, as he consolidated his move to take 

full control over Chile. 

 

The La Volasfera (2005), Aquarius 4; 

 

“An officer arrayed much like a Chinese mandarin in an official robe of purple, 

gold and blue” 
This is indicative of one who will show considerable merit in diplomatic and 

governmental work and who may become a minister of state or a high official. To 

him will be entrusted the care of high secrets and charges, and he will be 

associated with persons of high estate and power in whatever land he may be 

called to serve. It is probable that he himself will be able to boast an ancient 

lineage and there is a part from his destiny, an inherent dignity and repose which 

will enable him to passively withstand the assaults of his enemies and by patience 

to finally overcome all and succeed to the highest positions of trust and 

confidence. It is a degree of Authority. 

 

Kozminsky (2004), Aquarius 4; 

 

“A beautiful fountain throwing upwards delicate sprays of yellow-tinted water, 

a jewelled crown showing in the mists” 
Denotes one of refined mind who is destined to advance and gain power and 

influence over others. He will bring relief to many a thirsty soul, and many will 

bless him as he passes by the way. He is humanitarian, sincere, romantic, and 

harmonious. The life is not free from danger until after the thirtieth year has 

passed. Thence his way is elevation and peace. It is a symbol of Defending 

(Kozminsky, 2004). 

 

Janduz (Astrotheme, 2016), Aquarius 3 (equivalent to Aquarius 4); 

 

“A wealthy man in a lavish costume climbs the first stairs of a staircase leading 

to a palace” 
Calm, reliable and fair character. One may have inherited a high social position 

or earned it through personal merits. In both cases, careers in politics, 

diplomacy, finance or the transportation industry are favoured. If in the natal 

chart…. (the rest is N/A) 
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 Although different in their respective commentary, the symbols corresponding to degree 

Aquarius 4 clearly favour a successful outcome to Pinochet’s ambitious drive for overall 

dominance and control of Chile.  

 

 
 

Figure 2 “Associated with persons of high estate and power”. General Pinochet “arrayed 

much like a Chinese mandarin in an official robe” seated between Philipines First Lady 

Imelda Marcos (left) and his wife Lucia (right) at the funeral of General Francisco Franco in 

Madrid, Spain in November 1975 (elcorreogallego, 2017), as described by the La 

Volasfera’s degree symbol and commentary for Aquarius 4. 

 

� Conclusion 
So effective was General Pinochet’s consolidation of his push for power in 1975 that he left 

no contenders standing to challenge him for over a decade. It took a plebiscite over his 

presidency in 1989 to move him from office, although he still kept his position as 

Commander in Chief of the Army. Pinochet is remembered for his strong, authoritarian 

leadership and sound economic management. However, Pinochet is perhaps best known for 

his ruthless clamp down and torture of tens of thousands of socialists throughout his 

presidency. The ordering of such violent actions has made him viewed as a dictator rather 

than a president by the general public.  

 

 

Margaret Thatcher 
As with the study on Pinochet, the programme was used to calculate the dates and hours 

when Margaret Thatcher’s progressed sun entered new zodiacal degrees from the time she 

was elected Leader of the Opposition (see Table 3). These values as well as the degree 

symbols corresponding to the zodiacal degrees are presented in Table 4.2. The table is 

followed by periodical accounts of the events Margaret Thatcher experienced during her 

rise to the position of Prime Minister.  
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Table 4.2 Dates and hours when progressed sun enters new Zodiacal Degree from selected 

date (Table 3) for Margaret Thatcher 

 

 
 

 As described in the section for Pinochet, each period in Table 4.2 for Mrs Thatcher can be 

interpreted with a degree symbol corresponding to the zodiacal degree the progressed sun is 

moving through. These periods will be interpreted with degree symbols that best describe 

the events Mrs Thatcher experienced to become Prime Minister. 

 

 

� Period just prior to 11th February 1975 interpreted with degree symbol for 

Sagittarius 9 

Due to Ted Heath’s loss of the 1974 general election, his leadership of the Conservative 

party was put into question. Heath’s policies were seen as too stale and impractical by the 

electorate, yet he still had considerable support in his party and the desire to lead the 

Conservatives. A series of two ballot elections were to decide the new leader of the 

Conservative party and subsequently, Leader of the Opposition. Margaret Thatcher began 

her rise to power when she decided to run against Heath in the first ballot election. She won 

the ballot against Heath and then ran against William Whitelaw in the second ballot 

election. She won that ballot was well (Campbell, 2000). Both ballot elections took place in 

January 1975, when Mrs. Thatcher’s progressed sun was passing through the later minutes 

of 9o Sagittarius (see Table 4.2). Her experience during these ballot elections can be 

described by Janduz’s (Astrotheme, 2016) symbol for Sagittarius 8 (equivalent to 

Sagittarius 9). 

 

"A house on fire." 
Ambitious, magnanimous, and passionate character endowed with unyielding 

willpower, which brings about success and fame. Under the influence of 

unforeseeable outer circumstances, life suddenly takes an unexpected turn. The 

royal fixed star Antares promises glory and power, but also upheavals, slanders, 

and violence. If in the natal chart, the Midheaven and/or important planets are in 

conjunction with this degree within a 5° orb, this heralds very high honours and 

dignities. If the natal chart indicates inspiration and altruism, in a few specific 

cases, actions are spurred by a great humanistic vision which goes far beyond the 

scope of an ordinary life.  
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 Mrs. Thatcher was seen by the public as a pleasant, intelligent, well-spoken and very 

capable alternative to Heath (Campbell, 2000). Janduz’s degree symbol for Sagittarius 8 

describes Thatcher’s character as “Ambitious, magnanimous and passionate”, which is also 

positive and a somewhat similar depiction. When the symbol uses the phrase “under the 

influence of unforeseeable circumstances”, it could refer to Heath’s leadership being put 

under question, which was unexpected after the 1974 election. Furthermore, “life suddenly 

takes an unexpected turn”, describes Mrs. Thatcher’s surprising and successful outcome in 

both ballot elections.  The symbol’s commentary provides a rather accurate description of 

Mrs. Thatcher’s experience at this time of her career.  

 

� Period from 11th February 1975 to 6th February interpreted with degree symbol 

for Sagittairus 10 
The Conservative party wanted a leadership change and Mrs. Thatcher had the greatest 

amount of support at the time. Given the favourable location of her progressed sun, it isn’t 

surprising that she had such support. Her progressed sun actually moved into 10o Sagittarius 

on the date she was elected Leader of the Opposition (on 11th February 1975, see Table 4.2). 

From this date Mrs. Thatcher made major headlines for being the first woman Opposition 

Leader, not just of the UK, but the western world. The headlines and the interviews she took 

part in showed her in a positive light and she was received affectionately and positively by 

the public (Campbell, 2000). The theme that she experienced from this date can be 

described by degree symbol for Sagittarius 10 from the La Volasfera (2005); 

 

“The full moon shining on a clear sky” 
It is the sign of a sympathetic and adaptable nature, of superior abilities and 

considerable powers of imitation and assimilation. He will shine by reflected 

light, but will display his faculties with such ease and grace, in places where they 

are appreciated, that he will pass for one of inherent genius, will acquire fame 

and wealth, and finally will outshine all others in his particular sphere of life. It is 

a Degree of Capacity. 

 

and Goldsmith’s (2004) symbol for Sagittarius 10;  

 

“After a prologue of witty stage patter, a magician levitates his female assistant 

with the aid of a very visible wire” 
Rising to fame and influence; faith that one’s efforts, charm, talent and genius 

will be crowned by success: finding an arena where one can express oneself 

without restraint; grabbing the limelight (outrageous attention getting displays); 

taking one’s personality or shtick as far as it will go; enthusiasts, extremists 

(exaggerated claims, fraud); rambunctious puncturing of polite social fictions; 

exposing the sham or phony through humour; rising above everyday life through 

flights of fantasy (get high with drugs); trying to create a stable private life vs 

being “hooked” on the acclaim of the public image; delivering messages as if on 

a high (preachy); jumping into some public controversy; teaching through 

humour or art; dedicated efforts to realise one’s dreams vs frazzled attempts to do 

the impossible (Goldsmith, 2004). 

 

and Janduz (Astrotheme, 2016) Sagittarius 9 (equivalent to Sagittarius 10); 
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"The full moon shines over coins of gold and silver scattered on the ground." 
Pleasant, clever, and flexible character endowed with excellent talents for 

mimicry. Driven by an acute intellectual curiosity, one is always willing to reckon 

with other people's experiences and reconsider one's standpoint. These are 

valuable assets which open the road to success, fame, and wealth. However, it is 

necessary to ensure that skills are not misused and do not translate into forgery 

or the manufacture of fake products, including counterfeit money. Otherwise, one 

would incur serious legal problems and would need to escape, as suggested by the 

scattered coins in the image. 

  

  As stated by the commentary for Sagittarius 10 from the La Volasfera, Mrs Thatcher did in 

fact outshine her rivals during this phase in her life as her popularity outshone her 

predecessor and main rival Ted Heath, whose presence in the Shadow Cabinet began to 

recede from the front bench (Campbell, 2000).  

 

 
 

Figure 3 “Outshining all others”. Mrs. Thatcher illuminated by the camera flashes of the 

paparazzi outside her residence on February 12th 1975, her first day as Britain’s first woman 

Prime Minister (theguardian, 2013).  

 

 However, there are instances where the symbol commentary provides an excessive 

description of the symbol’s essence. Janduz’s commentary states “Pleasant, clever, and 

flexible character endowed with excellent talents for mimicry” where “mimicry” actually 

means copying the speech of another. It’s true that Mrs. Thatcher appeared as a “pleasant, 

clever, and flexible character”, but she definitely didn’t mimic another’s speech. Although, 

it’s possible that Janduz used the word “mimicry” in the context that one was a talented 

speaker. If that be the case, then Mrs. Thatcher was indeed a talented speaker and Janduz’s 

commentary is accurate. Goldsmith’s commentary also alludes to “rising through flights of 
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fantasy (getting high on drugs)”. There’s no evidence to suggest that Mrs. Thatcher took 

drugs, and this part of symbol commentary is too excessive in describing her experience 

during this time. 

 

 Certain excessive descriptions of the symbols do exist, however, for the most part, the 

symbols are similar in essence of commentary and describe Mrs. Thatcher’s ascent to the 

role of Opposition Leader accurately. 

 

� Period from 6th February 1976 to 31st January 1977 interpreted with degree 

symbol for Sagittarius 11 

As the new Leader of the Opposition, Mrs Thatcher inherited the difficult issue of Scottish 

devolution from her predecessor Ted Heath. Scottish devolution would result in the creation 

of a Scottish Assembly and the potential break-up of the UK. The Conservative party 

initially supported devolution, but only in the hope of exchange for Scottish National Party 

(SNP) support at Westminster. However, the Conservative party’s support was hedged with 

reservations and compromises (Campbell, 2000).  

 

 Likewise, the Labour government intended to begin the process of passing a bill that 

proposed devolution in January 1976. The bill was criticised by Thatcher for being a recipe 

for added bureaucracy that was riddled with contradictions and anomalies. Thatcher knew 

that few English MPs showed concern for the Scottish cause and managed to cleverly 

convince the English MPs, both Conservative and Labour not to support the Bill. As a result 

the Bill was blocked, and Labour was seen as ineffective in championing Scottish 

devolution, the mantle of which was passed onto the Leader of the Opposition, Mrs. 

Thatcher (Campbell, 2000).  

 

 In addition to handling the issue of Scottish devolution, Mrs. Thatcher still had work to do 

in convincing the pockets of Heath supporters within the party to her line of thinking. This 

created a struggle within the Conservative party for intellectual hegemony and economic 

management. The approach to management of the nation’s economy was seen as the battle 

between the “wets” and the “dries”. The former represented more traditional Keynesian-

style policies. Whereas, the latter represented a more hard-nosed and uncompromising 

economic approach, which would quickly introduce tough policies to achieve their 

economic aims, even at the expense of creating unemployment and social-disadvantage. The 

economic philosophy of the conservative party and the Heath supporters was most certainly 

“wet”, whereas Mrs Thatcher’s views were “dry” and not as popular (Seldon & Collings, 

2000, pp. 4,5). 

Nevertheless, Mrs Thatcher managed to outline a series of economic policy statements in 

1976 and 1977, which consisted of cleverly fused approaches from both the “wets” and 

“dries” that were based on a degree of compromise from both perspectives (Seldon & 

Collings, 2000, p. 5). 

 

 Thatcher’s cunning efforts to pan the flames of Scottish devolution and to “unify” the 

“wets” and “dries” and prepare the Shadow Cabinet’s economic statements dominated the 

majority of 1976. She accomplished her aims with clever diplomacy, stealth and 

compromise. During this time, Mrs Thatcher’s progressed sun was located in 11o Sagittarius 

(see Table 4.2). Her political efforts can be described by the La Volasfera’s (2005) symbol 

for Sagittarius 11; 
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“A tiger crouching as in the act of assault” 
It denotes a character that is treacherous and aggressive, disposed to seek his 

ends with subtlety and to secure them by force. There is here a combination that is 

both diplomatic and assertive, and therefore to be treated with reserve and 

firmness. The native will attain many of his ambitions and will make many 

enemies in the course of his career. His projects will lead him into many dangers 

and may even bring about his premature end. It is a Degree of Strategy. 

 

as well as Janduz’s (Astrotheme, 2016) symbol for Sagittarius 10 (equivalent to Sagittarius 

11). 

"A monkey riding a wolf makes funny faces at the tiger crawling behind them." 
Treacherous, crafty, and violent character devoid of qualms. Objectives are 

attained through dangerous, cunning, and even cruel strategies. The natal chart 

indicates whether intelligence and subterfuges are put at the service of noble 

goals such as the defence of the nation's higher interests, or whether they only 

serve base personal ambitions. In both cases, enmities abound, and property loss 

is highly likely.  

 

Mrs Thatcher did attain her objectives with cunning and strategy during her first full year as 

Opposition Leader. However, it did earn here the ire of the SNP, and also some of the 

Tories that considered themselves “wets”.  

 

� Period from 31st January 1977 to 26th January 1978 interpreted with degree 

symbol for Sagittarius 12 
Throughout most of 1977, Mrs. Thatcher continued to develop the economic policies she 

published in the previous year in The Right Approach, which was investigated and written 

by Geoffrey Howe and his Shadow Treasury team. She took a greater interest in Howe’s 

work, organized policy groups and discussion sessions with business leaders, in an effort to 

further define the party’s economic policy, especially on the topic of incomes policy 

(Campbell, 2000). As a result of her efforts, her party’s economic policies The Right 

Approach to the Economy were completed during this period (Seldon & Collings, 2000; 

Campbell, 2000). Mrs. Thatcher’s efforts throughout the majority of 1977 are described in 

Goldsmith’s degree symbol for Sagittarius 12. 

 

“An eagle perched atop a flagpole screams at the crowd forming below” 

Joining a social group that is centred around political ideals and rising to 

become a spokesperson of that group; translating one’s ideals into concrete 

policies or actions; knowing what a situation requires and voicing these opinions 

in a strong voice that resonates with the public; providing a symbolic focus for 

important issues (symbolic gestures without practical follow-through); gathering 

enough public support to win one’s battles vs. knowing when to walk away from a 

lost cause; far sighted socio-political analysis; keeping an eye on distant goals; 

living up to one’s public image (change their self-image in different phases of life 

as their goals change); inspiring others to live up to their ideals (meddlesome); 

patriotic oratory (power-hungry flagwavers). 

 

 Interestingly, Mrs. Thatcher “translated her ideals” by opting to not include an incomes 

policy as she believed it could concede too much power to unelected trade union leaders, 
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and also invite these leaders to find ways to dodge the detailed policy. Since it was a 

detailed policy that caused her predecessor Heath to lose the previous election, Mrs. 

Thatcher was cautious about not repeating Heath’s mistake by overcomplicating policy with 

details which could confuse or mislead the electorate (Seldon & Collings, 2000). However, 

Howe and business leaders believed that it was necessary to present an incomes policy in 

their party’s economic statement to control the effects of inflation and that it would be mad 

not to have one. Ultimately, Howe did address incomes policy in The Right Approach to the 

Economy and based it on a German-style tripartite economic forum. This displeased Mrs. 

Thatcher who displayed her “patriotic oratory” by commenting ‘We should recognise that 

the German talking shop (forum) works because it consists of Germans’, and she rejected 

the idea of publishing The Right Approach to the Economy as an official party paper 

(Campbell, 2000).  

 

 The symbol does mention the topic of policymaking, and even though no party policies 

were officially published during this period, Mrs. Thatcher did “translate her ideals” by 

rejecting the publication of The Right Approach to the Economy. Goldsmith’s symbol for 

Sagittarius 12 describes this period of Mrs. Thatcher’s rise to power adequately. 

  

� Period from 26th January 1978 to 21st January 1979 interpreted with degree 

symbol for Sagittarius 13 
During the summer of 1978, Prime Minister Callaghan’s Labour party enjoyed an above 

50% approval rating, whereas Opposition Leader Mrs Thatcher’s Conservatives were lucky 

to break 40%. The reasons for Thatcher’s low rating were that her views were too right-

wing and extreme and too “dry”. One Summer Parliament sitting Callaghan took the 

opportunity to further bury Thatcher by criticising her Shadow Cabinet for not offering any 

policies to rival his own party’s (Campbell, 2000). Kozminsky’s (2004) symbol for 

Sagittarius 13 provides some insight to the difficulties she endured in Parliament during this 

period; 

 

“An archer, with bloodstained dress, shooting at a stag” 
Denotes one of very strong vibrations and martial nature who will have 

responsibilities and power to fulfil them. He will meet with oppositions and be 

exposed to considerable danger, especially in the latter part of life. He is 

prophetic and gifted in certain directions, but he must control irritation in himself 

and soothe it in others. It is a symbol of Provocation. 

 

 Kozminsky’s symbol for Sagittarius 13 is “a symbol of Provocation”. Mrs Thatcher 

certainly was being provoked by Callaghan in parliament. Her party was even beginning to 

question if she could deal with the barrage that goes with being Leader of the Opposition. 

However, she persevered and managed to find a chink in Labour’s armour. Unemployment 

was up at 1.5 million and in August 1978 she organised a campaign to exploit this fact, by 

displaying posters simply saying: “Labour isn’t working” (Campbell, 2000). The public 

reacted by shifting their positive opinion of the government to a more negative one. 

Critically, the public’s reaction caused Callaghan to shift the general election intended for 

the autumn of 1978 to the following year. 

 

 Shifting the election to the following year proved to be the death knell for Callaghan, 

whose government’s 5% pay limit law was beginning to cause workers’ strikes, first at Ford 
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Motors and then spreading to other manufacturers as well as other industries (Campbell, 

2000).  Even the undertakers in Liverpool went on strike, causing the dead to remain 

unburied. The Labour party’s most valuable asset, the working class and the trade unions 

that represented them, were beginning to make themselves a liability for Callaghan’s 

government. But that is not to say that the working class and unions were willing to support 

a potential Thatcher government just yet. She had to earn their vote first. 

 

 Initially, she wanted to return the favour to Callaghan and bury him the way he buried her 

in parliament earlier in this period, and criticize the government for the outbreak of workers 

strikes resulting from its 5% pay limit law in a public statement planned for mid-January 

1979. However, her party advisers, Peter Thorneycroft and Tim Bell proposed she take a 

milder approach and support the government in this time of social unrest that had affected 

the entire nation. Mrs. Thatcher was stunned by the proposal, replying ‘You don’t join 

hands with the government you’re trying to overthrow, except in wartime,…You’re asking 

me to let Callaghan off the hook.’ To which Thorneycroft then replied ‘No, we’re asking 

you to put country before party’ (Campbell, 2000). She reluctantly agreed to follow her 

advisors’ approach. The La Volasfera’s (2005) symbol for Sagittarius 13 (see Table 4.2) 

describes Thatcher’s approach as she follows her advisors’ proposal, in an attempt to win 

over the working class throughout the winter of 1978/79, which she later called the ‘Winter 

of Discontent’. 

 

“A large portcullis guarding an entrance to a prison” 

It is the symbol of a nature doomed to seclusion and separateness of life, either on 

account of some incurable hurt to the flesh, or by reason of a mind that is 

misanthropic and perverse. Such a one will move in narrow limits, and his walk in 

life will be circumscribed by a stern necessity. He will be in danger of restraint, 

captivity or imprisonment, and his life will be full of dangers. It is a symbol of 

Restraint. 

 

 Although Mrs. Thatcher wasn’t in danger of imprisonment or suffering a flesh wound, she 

had to “move in narrow limits” by reluctantly agreeing to follow her advisors’ proposal to 

put country before party, in order to gain the support of the working class. Her “walk in 

life” during this period was “circumscribed by a stern necessity” to regain order and control 

in a Britain hit with strikes and social unrest. Acting according to her advisors’ proposal, 

Mrs. Thatcher offered her party’s support to the government in parliament, which forced 

Callaghan to co-operate with the Opposition in order to calm the social unrest.  However, 

Callaghan refused to co-operate, which made his government look incompetent and unable 

to control their own support base, the working class and unions (Campbell, 2000).  

 

 She also acted according to her advisors’ strategy in an official party broadcast, in an 

attempt to unite the nation, stating: ‘We have to learn again to be one nation, or one day we 

will be no nation’. Even though Mrs. Thatcher was unconvinced of this strategy, her 

advisors were very pleased with her efforts, saying that she performed the broadcast like a 

professional and sounded like a leader during a time of national chaos (Campbell, 2000). 

The La Volasfera’s symbol for Sagittarius 13 adequately describes Mrs. Thatcher’s 
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“restraint” as she unwillingly went along with her party advisors’ strategy during the 

‘Winter of Discontent1’. 

  

� Period following 21st January 1979 interpreted with degree symbol for Sagittarius 

13 
As a result of the ‘Winter of Discontent’, Mrs. Thatcher’s personal approval rating went up 

to 48% and she had a 20-point lead over Callaghan. Furthermore, the incumbent Labour 

government suffered a ‘No confidence’ motion in parliament in early 1979, which led to a 

general election soon after. The Conservative Party won the election and Margaret Thatcher 

became Prime Minister on 4th May 1979. Mrs. Thatcher’s progressed sun was located in 14o 

Sagittarius at this time (see Table 4.2). Notions of an ascent to power are stated in 

Kozminsky’s (2004) degree symbol for Sagittarius 14; 

 

“A human eye surrounded by a circle of flames” 
Denotes one of penetrative power and clairvoyant gifts who will be well regarded 

by his associates and selected for positions of influence. He is naturally attracted 

to occult philosophy, uncommon learning, and that knowledge which concerns the 

coming into and going out of earth conditions. Peculiar magnetic and intensely 

active forces are associated with this degree. It is a symbol of Knowing. 

 

 Kozminsky’s symbols tend to possess an occult undertone, but there is no evidence to 

suggest that Mrs. Thatcher was attracted to the occult at this time. Perhaps the only part of 

the description that describes Mrs. Thatcher’s election to the position of Prime Minister is 

“who will be well regarded by his associates and selected for positions of influence”. The 

Sabian symbol (Giselle, 2016) for Sagittarius 14 (see Table 4.2) also resembles 

advancement in life; 

 

“The pyramids and the sphinx” 

Achievement based on past greatness. Power of the countless dead upon the 

living. Vast resources in selfhood. Antecedents. 

 

 In addition, it should be mentioned that La Volasfera’s, Janduz’s equivalent and 

Goldsmiths symbols and commentary for Sagittarius 14 did not adequately describe Mrs. 

Thatcher’s election to the position of Prime Minister in year 1979. 

 

� Conclusion 
Mrs. Thatcher was Prime Minister for 11 years. She is best remembered for restructuring 

Britain’s economy according to EU standards. This involved the shutting down of mines, 

and manufacturing plants, which led to mass unemployment across the nation as well as the 

anger of a considerable portion of the British population. Thatcher was also pressured to 

recapture the Falkland Islands in 1982, after they were invaded by Argentina. Known as the 

                                                           
1 Due to Mrs. Thatcher’s reluctance to go along with her advisors’ strategy, one does wonder if it 

wasn’t just the discontent of the British workers she was referring to in her famous speech. Maybe she 

said: ‘Winter of Discontent’ semantically and also referred to her own discontent with having to 

reluctantly follow the party line. 
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‘Falklands war2’, she was successful in recapturing the islands and was able to improve her 

image within the UK. Mrs. Thatcher remained PM for the remainder of the decade. 

However, due to consistently low opinion polls, Thatcher’s leadership was forced to a vote 

amongst the Conservative Party in 1990. She narrowly lost in the voting procedure and was 

forced to step down as Prime Minister.  

 

 

Lech Wałęsa 
The executable programme was used to calculate the dates and hours when Lech Wałęsa’s 

progressed sun entered new zodiacal degrees from the time he co-established the Solidarity 

Citizen’s Committee (see Table 3). These values as well as the degree symbols 

corresponding to the zodiacal degrees are presented in Table 4.3. A short periodical account 

of the events Wałęsa experienced during his ascent to the Polish Presidency and their 

interpretation with degree symbols follows Table 4.3.   

 
Table 4.3 Dates and hours when progressed sun enters new Zodiacal Degrees from selected 

date (Table 3) for Lech Wałęsa  

 

 
  

 

 The periods that the progressed sun spends in the zodiacal degree will be interpreted with 

degree symbols that best describe the events Wałęsa experienced to become President of 

Poland. 

 

� Period from 11th December 1988 to 9th December 1989 interpreted with degree 

symbol Scorpio 21 

After travelling all over Communist governed Poland, gathering the support of the people 

for the Solidarity movement, Lech Wałęsa organized and co-founded the Solidarity Citizens 

Committee in December 1988. The Committee was officially an advisory body but after 

                                                           
2 As interesting as it would be to investigate the degree symbol that corresponds to the degree the 

progressed sun is located in for Margaret Thatcher during the Falklands war, doing so would go against 

the intention of this article, which investigates the rise to power of political figures with degree 

symbols. However, the author intends to test the method of astrological prediction used in this article 

by applying it to the major players involved in a well-known historical event, and has chosen the 

Falklands war to be that event. An article interpreting the actions of the major players in the Falklands 

war with this method of prediction is planned. 
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‘round-table’ talks with the Communist party, for semi-free parliamentary elections in 

exchange for their support for reforms, the Committee’s status was upgraded to a political 

party. Wałęsa was the front-man of the Committee, he appeared on posters and billboards, 

and campaigned tirelessly to muster support for the upcoming parliamentary elections in 

June 1989 (Lussier, 2010). According to Table 4.3, Wałęsa’s progressed sun entered the 21st 

degree of Scorpio from the time he co-founded the Solidarity Citizen’s Committee. The La 

Volasfera (2005) presents the degree symbol that describes this time in Wałęsa’s life; 

 

“A buffalo standing on an eminence pacing the ground and snorting” 
It is the symbol of a bold, independent and forceful nature, that knows neither 

restraint nor law, and that will suffer great privations in order to maintain the 

semblance of freedom. It is a degree of Independence. 

 

 The degree symbol from the Sabian set of symbols (Giselle, 2016) for Scorpio 21 also 

describes this period in Wałęsa’s life adequately; 

 

“Obeying his conscience, a soldier disobeys orders” 
Conflict between old and new perspectives. A willingness to face chaos for the 

sake of a new order. Yielding to emotions. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 “Willingness to face chaos for the sake of a new order”. Lech Wałęsa mustering 

the support of shipyard workers for the Solidarity movement in Gdansk, December 13th 

1988 (Breitbart, 2016) 

 

 Wałęsa’s, as well as the Committee’s efforts were rewarded when Solidarity won the June 

1989 elections. Furthermore, in August 1989, Wałęsa and his Solidarity aides convinced 

members of the Communist Party to form a new non-Communist coalition government, the 

first non-Communist government in the Communist Soviet bloc (Tagliabue, 1989; Zubek, 
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1997, p. 108). Wałęsa indeed was “willing to face chaos for the sake of a new order”,  as the 

Sabian symbol for Scorpio 21 states, in his attempt to get the Polish people to support the 

Solidarity movement against the old Communist regime.  

 

� Period from 9th December 1989 to 7th December 1990 interpreted with degree 

symbol Scorpio 22 

However, the following year (1990), Wałęsa was disappointed to hear that members of 

Solidarity’s ‘intellectual elite’ (the Left wing) such as Tadeusz Mazowiecki were willing to 

govern alongside other Communists in the non-Communist government. He saw this as a 

lack of integrity on the part of these members, who were betraying the very principles that 

Solidarity set out to establish in the new non-Communist Poland (Lussier, 2010). The La 

Volasfera’s (2005) symbol for Scorpio 22 describes Wałęsa’s disappointment; 

 

“A cataract falling from one rocky ledge to another” 

It is the index of a nature that is impelled by force of circumstances to precipitate 

and hazardous projects. A restless and impulsive mind, defective in foresight and 

never aware of danger till it is encountered. The life will be narrowed and 

confined, and so largely determined by the force of circumstances that it will be in 

danger of falling from one level to another until it is lost in obscurity and 

swallowed up in the sands of time. It is a Degree of Compulsion. 

 

 Wałęsa “never was aware of danger until it was encountered” when some of his fellow 

Solidarity campaigners lead by Mazowiecki decided to find common ground with the 

Communists. At this point in his career, Wałęsa’s labour leaders within the Solidarity 

movement were losing their informal authority while Solidarity’s intellectual elite began to 

acquire greater authority (Lussier, 2010). The actions of Solidarity’s intellectual elite 

threatened to undermine Wałęsa’s legacy and he was “in danger of falling from one level to 

another until he is lost in obscurity and swallowed up in the sands of time” as the symbol 

states. The symbol adequately describes Wałęsa’s experience for the majority of 1990. 

 

� Period from 7th December 1990 to 4th Decemer 1991 interpreted with degree 

symbol Scorpio 23 
However, Wałęsa’s presence on the political scene in Poland did not end up becoming lost 

to the sands of time, because his successful leadership of the Solidarity movement and his 

humble working background was not yet lost on the dominantly working class public. Due 

to such large public support, mainly consisting of the Polish working class Wałęsa decided 

to run in the upcoming Presidential election process against Mazowiecki and Polish-

Canadian businessman Stanisław Tymiński. Thanks to the support of the working class and 

their mistrust of Mazowiecki and Tymiński, Wałęsa was elected on 9 December 1990, to 

become the first non-Communist president of Poland in over 60 years (Zubek, 1997). 

 

 In the first year of his presidency, Wałęsa was criticised for behaving too erratically, 

making bombastic statements, such as boldly claiming that his leadership could solve all of 

Poland’s socio-economic problems within a year.  It was evident to the public that he lacked 

experience in professional management and bureaucracy. Wałęsa’s lack of experience was 

compensated by his loyal and more capable staff that helped him manage the country. One 

example is Wałęsa permitting economist Leszek Balcerowicz to perform “shock therapy” 

on the Polish economy, in an effort to transfer it from a Communist to a free-market 
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economy. This period of Wałęsa’s life had his progressed sun located in 23o Scorpio (Table 

4.3), which is well described by Janduz’s (Astrotheme, 2016) symbol for Scorpio 22 

(equivalent to Scorpio 23); 

 

“A man sows against the wind” 
Hard working but stubborn character totally lacking good practical sense. One 

has too much self-confidence and believes that one knows better than anyone else. 

Despite repeated failures, one keeps on making the same mistakes and wastes a 

lot of energy and efforts. One must seek advice from wise and experienced people.  

 

 Wałęsa was pressured to “seek advice from wise andexperienced people” like Balcerowicz 

to manage the Polish economy during this critical time. The La Volasfera’s (2005) symbol 

for Scorpio 23 also similarly describes the theme that Wałęsa experienced at this point in 

his life; 

 

“A man sowing in the wind” 
It is the index of a character that has little regard to the fitness of things, and is 

for that reason apt to waste his substance and dissipate his energies, continually 

occupying himself with vain and illusive projects; sowing where he has no 

advantage and constantly going counter to the opinions and advice of others. 

Such a one may lay hold of a fortune and it will be scattered, or being endowed 

with superior faculties he will use them to small advantage. It is a Degree of 

Dissipation. 

  

 During the 1980’s Wałęsa’s behaviour was kept in check by his Solidarity aides who 

shared his vision of socio-political change in Poland, but during his presidency his inner 

circle, which consisted of talentless cronies, were content to give him free-reign to rant 

about anything, like a feudal era monarch. In fact he was even content with being known as 

the ‘peasant king’, who provided his people with good government (Zubek, 1997). Wałęsa 

did “lay hold to a fortune”, that being the hard earned Polish presidency, and he “let it be 

scattered” away by embarrassing himself with his idiosyncrasies and bombastic rants which 

would have been more acceptable in a distant historical era. This made Wałęsa easy 

pickings for the free media which began to tarnish his image. Overall, the Sabian symbol 

and the La Volasfera’s degree symbol for Scorpio 23 accurately describes Wałęsa’s 

behaviour as president in 1990. 

 
� Conclusion 

Just prior to the 1993 parliamentary elections, Wałęsa’s popularity as President dropped to a 

lowly 10% due to his lack of professionalism, repeated rants and the sustained media 

barrage on his image. The low support of the public held until the presidential elections in 

1995, which did not see him re-elected (Zubek, 1997).  

 Wałęsa’s presidency did have some positive highlights though. He did permit the “shock 

therapy” approach to be applied to the Polish economy to transfer it from a communist to a 

free-market economy, which over 25 years later, is considered a huge success. Wałęsa also 

successfully negotiated the peaceful withdrawal of Soviet troops from Polish territory, and 

established negotiations for Poland’s entry into NATO, further bolstering its territorial 

security. 
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Overall conclusion 

This article has presented the results of a study conducted with the use of a programme that 

calculates the dates (at hours) when the progressed sun changes degree. The programme 

was written in Visual Basic 2010, which includes functions that call for data from the 

Moshier Ephemeris.  

 

 The programme was run for  three political figures from different countries for dates (see 

Table 3) when their rise to power began in order to; 

 

1) calculate the degrees that the progressed sun enters and;  

2) calculate the dates that the progressed sun enters these degrees and; 

3) identify the degree symbols corresponding to the degrees calculated in.  

 

 The results were presented in tables in Part 4 for each political figure, Augusto Pinochet, 

Margaret Thatcher and Lech Wałęsa.  

 

 Within each section corresponding to each political figure in Part 4, the results were 

interpreted by comparing the events that each political figure experienced on their ascent to 

power to degree symbols corresponding to the degree that their progressed sun was located 

in. There were strong similarities between the events that the political figures experienced 

and the degree symbol (including its accompanying commentary). For example, notable 

highlights included;  

 

• Augusto Pinochet’s takeover of the chairmanship of the military junta then his 

proclamation of himself as President and the relegation of the powers of the junta 

below that of his own presidency was very accurately described by Goldsmith’s 

symbol and commentary for Aquarius 3. 

• Augusto Pinochet’s actions in 1975 that consolidated his move to grab power 

from the junta in December 1974 being very accurately described by the La 

Volasfera, Kozminsky and Janduz degree symbols for Aquarius 4.   

• Margaret Thatcher’s pleasant public image as she was elected as the first woman 

Opposition Leader in the UK and the western world in 1975 being appropriately 

defined by the La Volasfera, Goldsmith and Janduz degree symbols for 

Sagittarius 10. 

• Lech Wałęsa’s efforts to muster support of the Polish people and co-found the 

Solidarity Citizen’s Committee that rivalled the outdated Communist party in 

1988 being well described by the La Volasfera and Sabian degree symbols for 

Scorpio 21. 

 

 These highlights suggest that Rudhyar’s belief that the degree which the progressed sun is 

located in can be interpreted with degree symbols with a sufficient degree of accuracy is 

correct, even if the study were only limited to the rise to power of political figures. 

 

 However, not all symbols that corresponded to the degrees that the progressed sun was 

located in correlated strongly with the events that the political figure experienced. For 

example, 
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• Augusto Pinochet’s involvement in the Chilean coup that deposed President 

Allende in 1973 was described by Aquarius 2. Only Kozminsky’s commentary for 

Aquarius 2 provided a small amount of insight. Symbols from other authors were 

inadequate.  

• Margaret Thatcher’s election to Prime Minister was described by Sagittarius 14. 

Kozminsky’s and the Sabian symbol’s commentary was unable to describe her 

success convincingly. The symbols from the remaining authors were also 

inadequate. 

 

 Even though a lack of similarity between some symbols and events does occur at times, 

this study has provided a good amount of evidence to support Rudhyar’s suggestion, and 

has established a solid foundation upon which a major investigative study can be made. 

Furthermore, the developed programme does allow the reader to calculate the dates that can 

potentially signify a new theme for every period of time when the progressed sun enters a 

new zodiacal degree. Every period of time lasts roughly 12 months. Consulting the degree 

symbols corresponding to the zodiacal degree can offer the reader a considerable amount of 

insight into the theme that they could experience during this 12-month period. 

 

 The author has been given permission by the journal to provide the programme used to 

calculate these degrees and dates as a gift to readers of Correlation for a donation. The 

author’s only request is a donation of £3 via PayPal for the programme. If any reader of 

Correlation would like to try the programme for themselves to obtain the dates when their 

own progressed sun enters a new degree for interpretation with degree symbols, please 

contact the author via email.  

 

Chris Borkowski 

chris.borkowski24@gmail.com 
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Clarification Notice 

Clarification Clarification Clarification Clarification – 

 

Gauquelin:  References list citing Astro-Psychological Problems  

in articles provided by Nick Kollerstrom 
 

 

In Correlation Volume 30, Issue 2, we published a list of journal article references, kindly 

provided by Dr. Nick Kollerstrom under the above title. 

 

 In editing the article, the heading; “Gauquelin related articles, notes and letters in published 

journals.” was inadvertently omitted so it was not sufficiently clear that Nick Kollestrom 

wished to focus on an original-journals-only list. 

 

 The website references that were published in Correlation 30(2) under the section headed 

“The CURA website cura.free.fr” were added during the review process in the belief that 

the additional references would be of help to Gauquelin material researchers. 

 

 

Editor 
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Guide to Basic Astrological Terminology 
 
Angular: Near the horizon or meridian. Said to impart maximum influence. 

Aspects: Specified angles e.g. 0, 60, 90, 120, 180° between two points, usually planets. Said to blend 

their respective principles in either a harmonious or stressful manner. Aspects are usually geocentric 

(Earth-centred) but can be heliocentric (Sun-centred). 

Ascendant: Where the eastern horizon cuts the ecliptic. Where the 1st house usually begins. Said to be 

of major importance and to indicate outer personality. 

Celestial latitude: Angle north or south of the ecliptic. See also Declination. Culmination: At the MC 

(upper culmination) or IC (lower culmination). 

Cusp: Boundary between two houses or two signs 

Declination: Angle north or south of the celestial equator. Similar to terrestrial latitude. Descendant: 

The point opposite the Ascendant, where the 8th house usually begins. 

Diurnal circle: Plane of apparent motion due to Earth's rotation. See Houses. 

Ecliptic: Plane of the Earth's orbit. The usual reference plane for planetary and birth chart positions. 

Same as the zodiacal circle. Same as the apparent yearly path of the Sun through the heavens. The 

earth's equator is inclined to the ecliptic at approximately 23°26'. 

Elements: The four traditional natures: Fire, Earth, Air and Water. The signs are alternately FEAW, 

making three of each element. 

Gauquelin plus zones: Areas covering approximately -6° (below) to +30° (above) at the eastern horizon 

in the diurnal circle, and -6°/+30° at the MC, and similar but smaller areas near the Descendant and IC. 

Observed to be regions of maximum influence in various statistical studies. Though diagrammatically 

they may appear to be houses, they do not serve the same function. 

Houses: Twelve divisions of the diurnal circle usually starting from the Ascendant.  Said to indicate 

personal circumstances. There are many methods of House division: examples are Placidus, Koch, 

and Equal House 
IC (Imum Coeli): Where the lower meridian cuts the ecliptic. Same as the Sun's 
position at midnight 
MC (Medium Coeli or Midheaven): Where the upper meridian cuts the ecliptic. same 
as the Sun's position at noon. Said to indicate career. 
Meridian: Plane passing through a given terrestrial location and the Earth's axis. 
Nodes: Where a planet's orbit cuts another plane, usually the ecliptic. 
Orb: The permissible inexactness of an aspect; typically +/- 5°. 
Signs: Twelve equal divisions of the ecliptic; named  after the zodiacal 
constellations. Said to indicate personality and other personal attributes. 
Zodiac: The circle of signs along the ecliptic. The sidereal zodiac is used mostly in 
the East and is tied to the stars. The tropical zodiac is used mostly in the West, is tied 
to the seasons, and is currently 24.59° ahead of the sidereal zodiac. The difference is 
increasing by 1° every 72 years. 

SO Sun AR Aries AS Ascendant 

MO Moon TA Taurus DS Descendant 

ME Mercury GE Gemini MC Medium Coeli 

VE Venus CN Cancer IC Imum Coeli  

MA Mars LE Leo RA Right Ascension 

JU Jupiter VI Virgo OA Oblique Ascension 

SA Saturn LI Libra EP East Point 

UR Uranus SC Scorpio vx Vertex 

NE Neptune SG Sagittarius AV Antivertex 

PL Pluto CP Capricorn PF Part of Fortune 

NN Moon N Node AQ Aquarius AX Solar Apex 




